Dear Members,
There are very few moments these days where we can truly leave our
everyday life for a just a moment and step into something magical.
Those times where we can celebrate the things we love - family and friends
joining together to share a love of racing, wonderful food, a taste for fashion
and a focus on nothing but fun and enjoyment.
Which is exactly why our annual Melbourne Cup Carnival celebrations
are so important. Every year, Cup Week gives us a time and a place to
honour the traditions of yesteryear while we create wonderful new memories
for the future.
The sense of exploration and discovery will be especially apparent this year,
when the bars, eateries and restaurants of the incomparable new Club Stand
open their doors. The Grandstand, the Birdcage and Car Parks will also offer
enhanced experiences for Members.
So, no matter where you choose to celebrate this year, we are sure you
will have an experience like never before. As you look through these pages,
I trust you too will sense the excitement and enjoyment that is to come.
I wish you a truly special Melbourne Cup Carnival – it is sure to be one
for the ages.
Yours sincerely,

Caroline Ralphsmith,
Executive General Manager Customer Engagement
The Lawn at Flemington on Melbourne Cup Day of 1887.
Painted in 1889 by Carl Kahler. Oil on canvas. VRC Art & Heritage Collection.
One of three major works by Austrian artist Carl Kahler of Flemington Racecourse, this spectacular painting depicts
the lawn in all its glory on Melbourne Cup Day 1888. The background features the imposing grandstands and the
rise of the hill, each densely packed with spectators. In the foreground, a graceful scene of sartorial elegance, social
interaction and relaxation is beautiful rendered. The view is taken from the south-east angle of the Lawn in the
vicinity of the once prominent Minnehaha fountain
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JOIN US AS
WE CELEBRATE
THE OLD AND
THE NEW

The time has nearly arrived. The moment is nearly here.
A Melbourne Cup Carnival as you’ve never experienced before.
The chance to celebrate all that’s come before, and all that still awaits.
Like never before, this is the year we’ll come together to
acknowledge and uphold our cherished history and heritage
while we step forward into the bright future that awaits.
You’ll find all the traditions and favourite spaces you’ve come to love,
in The Grandstand and throughout the grounds of Flemington.
And you’ll be welcomed warmly in the new home for Members,
our all new Club Stand.
The 2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival, our annual festival of colour and life,
racing and fashion, food and friends, family and fun
– this year promises to be like no other.
Now, the wait is nearly over.
Welcome back to tradition – and welcome home
to the new – at the 2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival.
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T H E C L U B S TA N D

As you’ll soon see, your new Club Stand will prove to have been well worth the wait.
The atmosphere will be electric.
You’ll love the direct, uninhibited views across to the track and the Mounting Yard, not to mention the easy,
direct access straight onto the Members Lawn. The new Betting Ring is literally at the front door.

THE WAIT
IS OVER
THE ROOF GARDEN

LEVEL 4

GROUND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR
COURTYARD BAR

The endless choices and options for smart dining, casual food and inventive drinks will be stunning.

LEVEL 3

THE BYERLEY

LEVEL 2

FURLONG BAR

MEMBERS DINING ROOM

LEVEL 1

MEMBERS BAR

G.H.MUMM CHAMPAGNE BAR

MEMBERS LAWN

MEMBERS LAWN

BLUEGRASS BAR

STRAIGHT SIX

THE BAKERY
THE ARBOUR

PADDOCK BAR

LAWN BAR

There are so many new spaces, places and experiences available, you’ll hardly know where to begin. Get ready to choose from
a huge range of options catering to a very wide range of tastes.
There’s no end to where you can choose to base yourself for the day. Even if you don’t choose to book a dining package or reserved seat,
there’s no shortage of great options. You can sit under the umbrellas on the Members Lawn, enjoy the Lobby on The Club Stand’s
ground level, or claim one of the unreserved seats in the open areas of The Atrium, The View, The Forum or seating deck of The Club Stand.
From a relaxed, casual raceday outing situated right next to the horses and jockeys, to a more formal dining experience enhanced
by world-class wines, from a laid-back drink as you study the form, to a celebratory cocktail made right before your eyes,
there’s something for everyone.
Whatever makes for your perfect raceday, we can guarantee the ideal spot
is ready and waiting for you in The Club Stand.

THE BETTING RING

Welcome. It was worth the wait.

GROUND FLOOR ENTRY
LOBBY

The Betting Ring
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NEW TRADITIONS
ARE ABOUT
TO BE MADE
Future memories, beloved spaces and all new traditions
beckon in The Club Stand.
From intimate to expansive, historic to modern, and every
possible emotion and experience in between, there is a new
tradition just waiting for you and your friends in The Club Stand.
You’ll be reminded of all the cherished memories from before,
while transforming your Melbourne Cup Carnival experience
for years to come.
Find the perfect place to call your own in The Club Stand.

GROUND
LEVEL
Step inside the spectacular central Lobby, with its grand staircase
curving up from the centre. You’ll instantly feel the traditions and
history of our Club’s storied past and promising future.
The open, spacious Lobby is a natural meeting point, offering
stylish, comfortable chairs and benches, situated near the two large
and atmospheric fireplaces.
When you enter the Lobby, you’ll enjoy the view straight through to
the track itself. From the ground floor, you’ll have direct and immediate
access to everything you love about racing. The Betting Ring is located
just a few steps from the front entrance. The Mounting Yard is directly
adjacent to The Club Stand’s west side. You can walk straight onto
the expanded Members Lawn, and take a prime trackside position.
Around the outside of the building, the ground floor bars and cafés
beckon from every corner.
Wherever you choose to go from there, the Lobby is the place to
meet up with friends as you move on to your favourite spot for
a day at the races.
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GROUND LEVEL
GROUND LEVEL

A NEW MORNING TRADITION.
There’s never been something like this at Flemington.
Melbourne calibre coffee brewed by highly trained baristas. The beautiful aroma
of baked-that-day pastries and baked goods filling the morning air. The casual,
comfortable decor and ample seating will have you feeling right at home.
The perfect way to both kick-off and wrap up the best imaginable raceday will be at
The Bakery. With its fresh, contemporary cafe setting and appealing European touches,
it’s a never-seen-before offering at Flemington that any coffee connoisseur would
expect from a uniquely Melbourne café.
You’ll find all kinds of sweet and savoury treats on offer: biscotti, pastries, doughnuts
and cakes, cannoli, panini, quiches, salads and more.
Fresh and contemporary, The Bakery makes for an easy-going and
comfortable spot to spend some time at the beginning, middle or end of your day.
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QUICK AS A FLASH,
AND FRESH FROM THE MARKET.
Now you can stay close to the racing all while having access to something really fresh
and interesting to eat too.
The Arbour, with its four different food counters serving up hot, cold and always
fresh food and drinks, means there’s sure to be something for everyone.
You’ll find an interesting and delicious meal to enjoy at any time of day. Positioned for
easy access to the Members Lawn, The Arbour is here to enhance your Melbourne
Cup Carnival experience even more.
The theatrical open kitchen means you’ll see the sizzling and smoky flames leaping from grills
and woks, as an army of chefs serve up their very best.
You’ll be able to choose from the Sushi, Seafood, Grill and the Asian Counters. Beer, wine and
soft drinks will also be available as you sit at the open tables, or take your meal and drinks
out to the Members Lawn to prepare for the next race to jump.
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THE ROAR OF THE CROWD.
LAWN BAR
GROUND LEVEL

Adjacent to the Members Lawn, this airy, light and
quick service bar will be the spot to grab a drink or
two, before heading back to the thriving action of
the day.
All your favourite beverages will be available, as well as
plenty of screens around the bar to keep on top
of the racing action outside.

GROUND LEVEL

HERE’S TO RACING.
PADDOCK BAR
For the traditionalist and racing purist alike, the
Paddock Bar is situated right next to the Mounting
Yard and all the equine action.
The traditions of our Club will be readily apparent.
Quick, efficient, friendly and fast, you’ll be able to order
your favourite drinks while taking in the thoroughbred
racing decor on show.
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THE HUB OF RACING ACTION.
Similar in spirit to the old Champions Bar, and with easy access to The Grandstand,
the Courtyard Bar is an icon in the making. It’s sure to become a hub of racing tradition,
and a favourite of every punter as it’s situated right next to the Betting Ring.
Taking strong cues from our Club’s heritage, you’ll love the features like support beams and heritage
items retained from the old Members Grandstand, original bench seats and more. There are also
plenty of screens showing local and interstate racing.
Take a minute to enjoy a refreshing drink and a casual bite to eat, as you choose from a selection of
both traditional and gourmet light meals to savour while you think about your next winner.
This bar is sure to become a true Flemington legend. From the start of the day until the very last race
is run and won, you’ll see it all at the Courtyard Bar.
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G.H.MUMM
CHAMPAGNE
BAR
LEVEL ONE

THE HEART OF THE CLUB STAND.
GLITZ AND GLAMOUR AMIDST
FINE FRENCH BUBBLES.
This is the spot for social beings who define themselves with luxury, style and
experiences that are nothing short of extraordinary.
From the moment you enter, you’ll know you’ve arrived. Created so you can indulge
your love of fine French Champagne and the chance to meet someone new, you can
expect photo opportunities galore. The striking design flourishes are anchored by
the signature Mumm red ribbon towering above, while the refined food menu
will complement your experience.
The racing action isn’t forgotten. You’ll keep one eye on the Flemington races on-screen
while you immerse yourself in the buzz of the crowd all around you. You can also walk
straight out into the seating deck and enjoy access to the Members Lawn as well.

LEVEL ONE

If there were ever a place to relive past glories while forging all new memories, the new
Members Bar is that place.
The spirit of the VRC storied past will be celebrated in this Members only bar. Think of this as the place
to get your heart racing. You’ll know when a race has jumped, with races being screened all around,
and totes and betting terminals all within easy reach.
It’s the spot for punters and racing purists alike, as they kick-start a day of fabulous racing in a
setting designed just for them. Our Club’s beloved traditions will surround you, with lovingly detailed
photos from our storied past adorning the walls. Stop in for a quick drink with friends, or make it
your base for the day.
Enjoy a meal from the bistro counter, before heading on to the next race. If you loved the Long Bar and Island Bar
from the Members Old Grandstand, this is a similar but even more elevated experience. Choose a spot at
any of the numerous high tables and stools, and treat yourself to a cold beer or drink while you study the form
and take in the views looking directly onto the Mounting Yard just below. There’s also coffee, sandwiches
and light snacks available at the sandwich and cake counter.

Tastes to look forward to
• A display of fresh Australian seafood, Pacific and Sydney Rock Oysters,
Queensland prawns on ice with an assortment of condiments, lemon
and lime wedges
• Caviar with an assortment of condiments, grated egg, diced shallots, chives,
crème fraîche, melba toast
• Smoked salmon, buckwheat blinis, dill crème fraîche, salmon roe
• Mumm Cordon Rouge cream macaron
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CREATING ALL NEW TRADITIONS.
A PLACE TO SHARE YOUR LOVE OF RACING.
LEVEL TWO

Like nowhere else on course, the Furlong Bar is something truly new.
With its stylish and eclectic decor, it’s a modern, funky wine-and-tapas bar perfect for sharing the experience
with friends. You’ll stay close to the racing action with access to seating decks, racing screens all around,
and some of the best Mounting Yard and track views on course. Punters may opt to stay in the Furlong Bar,
or simply stroll across the connecting walkway to The Forum and still not miss a moment of racing action.
Your tastebuds are in for a treat from the gourmet deli counter, where an open kitchen will
serve up quality tapas-style bar bites. You’ll also discover an amazing selection of stellar
Australian and international wines as you’ve never seen at Flemington before.
It’s a space to share a table and share a moment,
in an atmosphere that’s comfortable but still
energetic. It’s a brand new Flemington experience
just waiting to be explored and discovered by
you and your friends.

Tastes to look forward to

LEVEL TWO

This is the place to book your spot in history. From the
day it opens, you can count on it taking its place as an
icon of Flemington in a truly beautiful space, with
incredible thought and energy put into every detail.
Acknowledging our past and taking us into the future,
you’ll be surrounded by the heritage and tradition of
our Club. The Members Dining Room has been created
to ensure everyone can comfortably spend a leisurely
day with food, drink, family and friends at Flemington.
You can expect a thrilling raceday experience in the Members
Dining Room. It features great track views, lots of natural light
and easy access to the outdoor seating decks.
AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$420

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$420

Kennedy Oaks Day

$400

Stakes Day

$360

Children 2-12 years

$90

• A selection of cured meats including prosciutto, bresaola, pork
terrine, fennel seed salami, chicken liver pâte with spiced port jelly,
brioche croutons, pickles, marinated olives and mushrooms

As you take your seat, you’ll immediately see how our Members’
dining experience has been transformed, with an à la carte
service available over Melbourne Cup Carnival. There will be a
delicious range of options for every racegoer, with an emphasis
on quality seasonal fare and perfectly sourced ingredients, a true
paddock-to-plate experience.
Tradition plays a central role in the Members Dining Room,
with the warm decor of the room backdropped by the lovely
equine artwork on the walls, paying homage to past champions.

All prices include a two-course lunch, dessert buffet,
tea, coffee and a racebook. Beverages are an additional
cost. Tables are for 2,3,4,6 and 8. Members Enclosure
ticketing is required for guests of Members and restrictions
apply. See page 63 for further details on guest ticketing.

Want to book Members Dining Room for the
2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival? Don’t miss out.
Ballot closes 3pm on Friday 27 July.
Submit your ballot today, online at
flemington.com.au/carnivalguide

• Squid ink croquettes, parsley, romesco sauce and chorizo
• Barramundi slider with watercress, cornichon mayonnaise
• Peri Peri Portuguese chicken drumettes with smoked
chipotle mayonnaise

Tastes to look forward to
• Pomegranate cured salmon, pickled baby radish, cucumber, olive oil jelly, fried quinoa, ice plant and crème fraîche
• Seared duck breast, mandarin, wakame, pickled ginger, spring onion and crispy wild rice main
• Fillet of Gippsland beef, Paris mash, spinach puree, mushroom ketchup and thyme jus
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HIGH ENERGY URBAN DINING.

LEVEL THREE
LEVEL THREE

COCKTAIL ARTISTRY COMES
TO FLEMINGTON.
Spectacular cocktails and inventive new drinks are the name of the game
in the Bluegrass Bar. Wherever you’re coming from, it offers a change of
scenery and a change of pace.
Expect pure spectacle with a ‘wow’ factor all of its own. It’s the perfect spot
to impress a friend, celebrate a big win, or just take a break.
The incredible cocktails being shaken, stirred, and strained in front of you
are the point of the whole bar, while alongside the stunning cocktail creations,
you’ll also find a premium range of spirits, fine Champagne, wine and
boutique beers all available by the glass.
The entire space both reflects and expresses the architectural beauty of
The Club Stand building itself. The Bluegrass Bar will make shared moments
on-course even more memorable.

The Straight Six offers a completely new way to
celebrate the Melbourne Cup Carnival’s star attractions
of social dining and love of racing.
With two sittings every day (one early, one later), you can
spend half a day here and the rest of your time discovering
other new and special places. The experience to expect is
“kitchen theatre”, with an open urban kitchen dishing up
quality choices straight to your table, and a high-energy
buzz you’ll feel from the moment you step inside.
Indulge in relaxed fun, energy and an only-in-Melbourne,
party-like atmosphere every day of the Carnival. The drinks
menu is perfectly suited to food pairing, with a wide range
of beers to be showcased along with a selection of wines
from (predominantly Victorian) boutique wineries.
When you’re ready to take a break, simply stroll right to
the seating deck for the next big race. Buzz, atmosphere,
music, racing - Straight Six is where everything will be
happening at once.

Please note there will be two (2) sittings on Melbourne Cup
Carnival racedays:
Sitting 1: (10:30am-2pm; Lexus Melbourne Cup Day 10am-1:30pm);
Sitting 2: (2:30pm-close; Lexus Melbourne Cup Day 2pm-close)
AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$205

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$205

Kennedy Oaks Day

$195

Stakes Day

$175

Children 2-12 years

$70

All prices include an entrée, main or pizza, a side dish and
drink on arrival and a racebook. The first sitting will also
include a Brunch Starter. Beverages are an additional cost.
Tables in this venue are designed to be shared with a
mix of stools and chairs so you may be seated with other
Members and guests. Members Enclosure ticketing is
required for guests of Members and restrictions apply.
See page 63 for further details on guest ticketing.

Want to book Straight Six for the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival? Don’t miss out. Ballot closes 3pm on
Friday 27 July. Submit your ballot today, online at
flemington.com.au/carnivalguide

Tastes to look forward to
• Burrata, heirloom tomato, basil, Mount Zero olive oil, balsamic fakes, torn sourdough
• Aged beef, glazed shallot, watercress, confit garlic
• Pizza with smoked salmon, avocado cream, watercress, baby capers, salmon roe, pickled red onion
18
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THE VERY FINEST OF DINING AND RACING.
LEVEL THREE

Considered the jewel in the crown of The Club Stand,
The Byerley presents a truly premium dining experience that
sits comfortably alongside Melbourne’s very best
restaurant experiences.
Refined. Elegant. Luxurious. There is nowhere else quite
like The Byerley for enjoying a day of perfect dining and
raceday viewing at Flemington.
The memories begin the moment you step inside its exclusive,
curtain-draped entrance. An in-house sommelier will consult
with you to hand select your wine from an impressive list
of the world’s finest.

Ryan Flaherty brings Michelin Star
experience to The Byerley along with
his signature inventive style.
It’s an exciting time for Membership
as we bring this very Melbourne food
experience to Flemington.
Caroline Ralphsmith –
Executive General Manager Customer Engagement
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THE PARTY NEVER STOPS.

The Executive Chef Ryan Flaherty brings a résumé from the
world’s most renowned restaurants (including El Bulli and
The Fat Duck). Expect the unexpected, with culinary inspiration
and innovation serving an ever-evolving and elevated dining
experience. The professional service will be five-star.
Racing is as central to the experience as fine dining.
Guests will enjoy their own, private reserved seating area
outside of the restaurant for race viewing, included in the
price of their ticket.
AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$850

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$850

Kennedy Oaks Day

$850

Stakes Day

$620

All prices include a three-course lunch, tea, coffee and
a racebook. Beverages are an additional cost. Tables are
for 2, 4 and 6. Members Enclosure ticketing is required
for guests of Members and restrictions apply. See page
63 for further details on guest ticketing.

Want to book The Byerley for the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival? Don’t miss out. Ballot closes 3pm
on Friday 27 July. Submit your ballot today, online
at flemington.com.au/carnivalguide

LEVEL FOUR

A uniquely Melbourne experience at the very top of The Club Stand awaits.
The Roof Garden is where the party starts – and seems to never end. Destined to take its place
as one of Melbourne’s coolest social destinations, and featuring stunning views like nowhere else,
the party vibes will shift and change to match the mood of the crowd.
Fashionable, green and alive, it’s also the best choice in the stand for large groups to enjoy the races together.
Party under the large skylight as the light shines down on this chic, top-of-the-world experience.
Amidst exquisite floral touches, you’ll also find two permanent bars and food outlets in the outdoor courtyard,
flanked by market umbrellas, planters and trees to shade you. The food and drinks you’ll find will be as
imaginative as the space itself, with perfect bites of delicious fun.
Whether you head up to The Roof Garden for a single refreshing drink, or decide to spend a few hours making
the most of a sunny day at the races – The Roof Garden is an experience not to be missed.

Tastes to look forward to

View of track from
The Roof Garden

• Mac and cheese doughnuts – truffle and jalapeño
• Korean fried chicken bites, chilli mayonnaise
• Pork sliders, pickled cabbage, homemade BBQ sauce,
Kewpie mayonnaise
• Char grilled broccolini, feta, grilled lemon, mint,
chilli, parsley, red onion and pistachios
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T H E G R A N D S TA N D

THE
GRANDSTAND
Everything you know and love about the Members Grandstand,
is all still here.
As always, The Grandstand will continue to host some of your
favourite places to mix and socialise, dine and drink, and take in
the very best thoroughbred racing the day has to offer.
Take a look at all the great options for you and your guests this year.
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THE FORUM

RACING
REWARDS
LOUNGE

LEVEL ONE

THE PUNTERS PARADISE IS BACK AGAIN.
Famous as the Punters Paradise, The Forum remains the premier spot to put yourself right in the thick
of all the racing action, excitement and fun.
Offering handy access directly into the new Club Stand, plus easy access to the seating decks to watch
the races, The Forum is the hub for all real lovers of racing.
The comprehensive coverage of every race, at Flemington and elsewhere, will be as thorough as ever.
And like always, you can count on a full line up of betting facilities, electronic betting terminals, totes
and screens throughout – more places and ways to place a bet than anywhere else on course!
To keep you energised throughout the day, you’ll also find your favourite bistro-style food options
as well as grab and go available again this year.
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IN THE HEART OF
THE RACING ACTION.
Make this your base for an amazing day at the Carnival.
All the creature comforts will be served up in style, where
you can enjoy a day full of racing along with tempting
nibbles by using your Racing Rewards points.
You can book a Racing Rewards Lounge for four people
to enjoy a day of racing and fun.
To ensure the ultimate in comfort and convenience, the Racing
Rewards Lounge offers a great place to spread out and situate
yourself for the day. Perfect for both Members and their guests,
the section is located just down from the main floor of The Forum,
and offers easy access to the outdoor seating in The Grandstand.
Book your spot today and enjoy:
• Reserved Lounge and coffee table to accommodate up
to four people
• A glass of sparkling on arrival for each attendee
• A cheese platter per table
• Tea/coffee all day and a sweet treat in the afternoon
• Four racebooks

RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION*

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

3,500pts

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

3,500pts

Kennedy Oaks Day

2,700pts

Stakes Day

2,700pts

*Limit of one table per Member, per day. Racing Rewards Lounges
are limited and will be allocated via a ballot system. Please note
that Racing Rewards Lounges do not have a view of the track.

Bookings for Racing Rewards Lounge are via
a ballot system. Members may submit their
applications by completing the application form
on page 69.
Members Enclosure ticketing is required for
guests of Members in the Racing Rewards Lounge.
See page 63 for further information.
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THE ATRIUM

Dining in The Atrium. This year, due to popular demand from
Members, The Atrium will offer a full buffet dining experience
on each day of Carnival.
As previous years, there are both flat and tiered dining packages
available. Flat dining will have you seated on the flat area of the
main level of The Atrium, while tiered dining gets you a seat
and table on the tiered section just below, affording even better
views of the track and crowd.

LEVEL TWO

Take your seat and soak in the spectacular views of the racecourse
and city skyline, as you settle in for one of Flemington’s most
treasured dining experiences.

THE TRADITION CONTINUES.

Just a friendly reminder that all guests of Members must have
a Members Enclosure ticket in addition to their dining package.
Restrictions apply. See page 63 for further information.

When you want to experience all that the Melbourne
Cup Carnival has to offer – think about spending a day
in the Atrium.

OPTIONAL RESERVED
SEAT (LEVEL 2,
THE GRANDSTAND)

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$280

$45

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$280

$45

Kennedy Oaks Day

$265

$45

Stakes Day

$240

Children 2-12 years

Members also can enjoy access to The Pamper Lounge,
offering complimentary hair and makeup touch-ups.

BUFFET LUNCH & AFTERNOON TEA

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$400

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$400

Kennedy Oaks Day

$380

Stakes Day

$340

Children 2-12 years

Want to book The Atrium dining for
the 2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival?
Don’t miss out. Ballot closes 3pm
on Friday 27 July. Submit your
ballot today, online at
flemington.com.au/carnivalguide

$75

Price includes a three-course buffet lunch, afternoon tea
and a racebook. Beverages are additional. Tables are of 10
and bookings of less than 10 will be required to share.

ATRIUM TIERED

Start the day by treating yourself to a drink at The Atrium’s
Trackside Bar, and find an open space where you can relax
at a high-top table, and access to the outdoor seating decks
and Balcony Bar. There are also ample food choices available,
including pastries, salads, sushi, cakes and more.
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BUFFET LUNCH &
AFTERNOON TEA

ATRIUM FLAT

$85

All prices include a three-course buffet lunch, afternoon
tea, a racebook and a view of the track. Beverages are
additional. Tables are of 6 and bookings of less than 6 will
be required to share.
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THE VIEW

THE PEAK

LEVEL FOUR

LEVEL FIVE

THE PLACE TO TAKE IT ALL IN.
With spectacular views of every race – not to mention all the people watching and socialising in between –
The View provides a large open space with a brilliant trackside view of every race.
The View is especially perfect for the racing enthusiast. If you take racing seriously, you can do no better
than to set yourself up for an entire day of world-class racing. It’s also the home of Bart’s Bar, a favourite pit
stop to quench your thirst and gear up for the next round of races.
Best of all, there’s no need to book any of the high-top seats throughout the room. You’ll have amazing views
of the track, easy access to drinks and beverages from the bar, and feast on fish and chips, roast of the day and
your favourite sweet treats.
If you’re after one of the very best views of the track available, start planning for your Cup Week in The View!

THE PINNACLE OF
RACING FUN.
One of Flemington’s most beloved and panoramic settings,
The Peak is once again ready and waiting to welcome you
and your guests to another Melbourne Cup Carnival.
The exclusive and private space will ensure you’ll enjoy
a pristine view of every race. If you’re looking to position
yourself during Carnival for some of the very best views that
Flemington has to offer, you can do no better than The Peak.
With racing coverage readily available as well as easy access
to betting facilities, it will be a raceday experience to remember.
The Peak offers tiered and flat dining to enjoy and linger over.
Flat dining will have you seated on the flat area of the main level,
while tiered dining provides a seat and table on the tiered section
just below, affording even better views of the track and crowd.
Wherever you sit, stunning views of the Winning Post
and city skyline will accompany your meal. Alcoholic beverages, soft
drinks, tea and coffee are all included in your dining price (except on
Stakes Day).
With plenty of amenities, fine dining, views and betting
facilities, The Peak makes for a very attractive option for
Members and your guests.

PEAK TIERED

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$450

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$450

Kennedy Oaks Day

$430

Price includes a three-course plated lunch, afternoon tea,
a racebook and beverages. Tables are of 6 and bookings
of less than 6 will be required to share.
STAKES DAY DINING

The perfect location and atmosphere for Members and their
families. The Peak on Stakes Day will again provide a relaxed
three-course buffet style offering and afternoon tea that
both adults and children will enjoy.
PEAK FLAT

Stakes Day

Children 2-12 years

PEAK TIERED

Stakes Day

Children 2-12 years

PEAK FLAT

LUNCH & AFTERNOON TEA
& BEVERAGES

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$350

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$350

Kennedy Oaks Day

$325

Price includes a three-course plated lunch, afternoon tea,
a racebook and beverages. Tables are of 10 and bookings
of less than 10 will be required to share.
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LUNCH & AFTERNOON TEA
& BEVERAGES

LUNCH, AFTERNOON TEA*

$230
$75

LUNCH, AFTERNOON TEA*

$260
$85

*Please note: Beverages are not included in the package price on Stakes Day

Members Enclosure ticketing is required for guests of
Members in The Peak Flat and Tiered. Restrictions apply.
See page 63 for further information.

Want to book The Peak dining for the 2018
Melbourne Cup Carnival? Don’t miss out.
Ballot closes 3pm on Friday 27 July.
Submit your ballot today, online at
flemington.com.au/carnivalguide
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S E AT I N G O P T I O N S

SEATING
OPTIONS

With so much now available in both The Club Stand and The Grandstand...
there are plenty of options for a great day at the races.
You can choose to enjoy a comfortable seat with an incredible view of all the action and excitement
or simply choose a seat and a spot to base yourself as you come and go throughout the day. There are no
shortage of amazing seated vantage points this year, from both the reserved and unreserved seating options.
When it comes to unreserved seating, there are plenty of options available. Prime unreserved seating
for Members is available in The Grandstand, in both The Atrium (outdoors) and The View (indoors).
The seating areas and decks of The Club Stand are all unreserved. The only exceptions include the area
allocated for Life Members, available on Level 1 of The Club Stand in front of the Members Bar, and the area
allocated for those Members dining in The Byerley.
No matter where you choose to seat yourself, you’ll have access to betting facilities, coffee and tea,
casual food outlets and refreshing beverages, and accessible amenities and facilities – everything
you need to ensure a perfect day.
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RESERVED
SEATING

Nothing beats a seat to call your own for an entire day
of racing, fun, food and friends.
So if your Melbourne Cup Carnival plans this year are
for a reserved seat, there are some great options available
for you and your guests.
Members who are 60 years of age or over are given a priority
period to purchase reserved seating through a ballot process.
A booking form will be sent to these Members in mid-July to be
submitted by Friday 17 August 2018.

THE ATRIUM, LEVEL 2 AND
THE VIEW, LEVEL 4 THE GRANDSTAND

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$45

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$45

Kennedy Oaks Day

$45

Please note reserved seating will be allocated
through a ballot process and will be subject
to availability. Any remaining unsold reserved
seating will be available for purchase from
Monday 1 October 2018 via Ticketek.
For further information please contact VRC
Customer Service on 1300 727 575.
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T H E B I R D C AG E & C A R PA R K S

THE
BIRDCAGE &
CAR PARKS
Once again, die-hard fans of fashion and glamour will
converge in the world-famous Birdcage, as they dive into
the very best that the Melbourne Cup Carnival has to offer.
This year, there will be more to explore than ever before.
New this year, the Bird Bath Bar is something every Member can enjoy,
with no need for an invitation to any of The Birdcage marquees.
This walk-up bar will have you rubbing shoulders with all
the other beautiful, fashionable and stylish creatures within!
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FLITTER IN FOR SOMETHING NEW.
If you’ve ever wanted to have a peek into all the glamour and celebrity style
that takes place in The Birdcage, this is your year.
New this year, the Bird Bath Bar is a Members only bar located in the very
heart of The Birdcage. It’s been created for every Member to enjoy.
This is the space to drop in between races and soak in the amazing atmosphere.
As there are no betting facilities or racing coverage, this place is tailor-made
for a refreshing drink between races.
When you arrive at the Bird Bath Bar, you’ll be invited to come right in. It’s a vibrant
walk-up bar, with no need to book. An open-air oasis adorned with surprising pops
of colour, the lush and lovely garden courtyard fit out will be serving up refreshing
Champagne, craft beers and cocktails all day.
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To the scallywags and bon-vivants of 2017 – and all lovers of mischief and fun...

1 OLIVER ST.
THE STORY
CONTINUES

I had such fabulous fun creating last year’s party, that I’ve decided to do it all over again
- but this year, in an all new room.
I’d forgotten how thrilling it is to host such a soirėe.
The house comes alive with the sounds of laughter and conversation.
And I do love to throw in a little bit of flirtation and magic, you never know who will show up.
Which room shall I choose? Exotic, quirky with a little touch of mystery … I have the perfect spot.
The to-do list is growing, time to call on Edwina, for a party this wonderful I’ll need her help.
C AV E S S
HELENA

xxx

MEMBERS

GUESTS

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$790

$890

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$790

$890

Kennedy Oaks Day

$790

$890

Stakes Day

$560

$660

All prices include gourmet canapés, sweet treats, premium
beverages including French Champagne all day and a
racebook. The Members guest price includes a Pedestrian
Pass which is required to gain access to The Birdcage.
Members can purchase a maximum of three guest tickets
and restrictions apply.

Want to book 1 Oliver St. for the 2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival? On sale 9am Tuesday 3 July 2018.
Call Customer Service or book online at flemington.com.au/carnivalguide
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A CHERISHED CARNIVAL TRADITION
WITH A FEW UNEXPECTED EXTRAS.
The ultimate Melbourne Cup Carnival tradition, you’re invited to
take your place once again in the ever popular Nursery.
Organise a catered Car Site* and receive a prominent location at The Club Stand end of The Nursery
or bring your own catering and experience the car boot style party that The Nursery is famous for.
Once again, you’ll find an ample number of betting facilities, even more comprehensive racing
coverage on super screens, improved and upgraded amenities, live entertainment, cafés, gourmet
food outlets plus other exciting enhancements for a flawless raceday experience.
The not-to-be-missed Playpen is a destination in its own right, and this year will bring
entertainment from a KIIS DJ, plus pampering services for your hair and makeup needs.
On Stakes Day, there will be lots of activities for children, like jumping castles, games, crafts,
face painting and more.
Plus, every day, the TAB Best Site promotion will award a $500 betting voucher to the
talented winners.^

THE
NURSERY

To make it easier to host a Car Site, Members will have the opportunity to apply for a limited
number of 6m x 3m Car Sites with a 3m x 3m cover in a set location on each day, or utilise
the expertise of our accredited hirers and caterers.
Due to popular demand, Members who purchase a regular Car Site in The Nursery on Lexus
Melbourne Cup or Kennedy Oaks Days will again receive two adjoining sites for the price of one
on that day. Please note this offer excludes the Car Site with 3m x 3m cover option.

Want to book The Nursery for the 2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival? Don’t miss
out. Ballot closes 3pm on Friday 27 July. Submit your ballot today, online at
flemington.com.au/carnivalguide

* To be eligible for a catered Car Site in The Nursery, Members must organise a food and beverage service package
with a VRC accredited caterer and indicate The Nursery Catered Car Site option on their online or enclosed
application form (refer to pages 54-55 for a list of accredited caterers).
^ Visit vrc.net.au/terms for full terms and conditions.
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THE NURSERY 6M X 3M CAR SITES INC 3M X 3M COVER

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$620

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$400

Kennedy Oaks Day

$430

Stakes Day

$415

THE NURSERY CAR SITES

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$440

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$220

Kennedy Oaks Day

$250

Stakes Day

$240

RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION

Pedestrian Passes

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

4,100pts

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

2,100pts

Kennedy Oaks Day

2,600pts

Stakes Day

3,600pts

PEDESTRIAN PASSES

The Nursery Car Site holders may purchase a limited
number of Pedestrian Passes during the 2018
Melbourne Cup Carnival.
LIMIT

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

10

$129

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

20

$95

Kennedy Oaks Day

20

$95

Stakes Day

10

$95

(Limit includes Junior Pedestrian Pass
12-17 years)
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RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION**

Limited regular Car Sites in The Nursery will be
available to redeem via Racing Rewards points.

Junior Pedestrian Passes

1,650pts
600pts

**Member must have booked a Site in order to redeem for this
reward. Please note: There will be no pedestrian access to The
Nursery after 6pm. Limited access times apply to vehicles in The
Nursery Super Sites.
Further information will be forwarded to successful applicants
in their information packs.

The VRC will endeavour to allocate the same
site for multiple day applications.
Members may adjoin a maximum of three
Car Sites. The size of each Nursery Car Site
is 6m x 3m. Strictly no signage, branding or
promotional material can be erected within
The Nursery.
Nursery 6m x 3m Car Sites inc 3m x 3m cover
have a Pedestrian Pass limit of 10 passes.

$50
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Once again in 2018, you can secure all the space and luxurious
surrounds you need to entertain friends and guests. This is
the place to put your stamp on the Melbourne Cup Carnival.
Nursery Super Sites offer Members a premium entertainment
option in the festive atmosphere of The Nursery. Super Sites
are approximately 11m x 3m with a 6m x 3m marquee roof and
surrounding fence.
Members can adjoin a maximum of three Super Sites to really
ramp up the party.

RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION**

Pedestrian Passes

1,650pts

Junior Pedestrian Passes

600pts

**Member must have booked a Site in order to redeem for this
reward. Please note: There will be no pedestrian access to The
Nursery after 6pm. Limited access times apply to vehicles in The
Nursery Super Sites.
Further information will be forwarded to successful applicants
in their information packs.

SUPER SITES ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING
CONDITIONS

THE NURSERY SUPER SITES

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$2,050

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$920

Kennedy Oaks Day

$1,550

Stakes Day

$1,125

Price is inclusive of structure and surrounding fence only

• Strictly no flooring or annexe structures can
be placed within a Super Site.
• Strictly no form of signage, branding or
promotional material can be erected within
a Super Site.
• There is no power to the Super Sites and the
use of generators is strictly prohibited.

PEDESTRIAN PASSES

Super Site holders may purchase a limited number
of Pedestrian Passes during the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival.
LIMIT

THE NURSERY
SUPER SITES
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AAMI Victoria Derby Day

25

$129

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

25

$95

Kennedy Oaks Day

25

$95

Stakes Day

25

$95

(Limit includes Junior Pedestrian Pass
12-17 years)

$50
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This Lexus Melbourne Cup Day, the KIIS YM Marquee is the place
to be for an unmatched day of racing, fashion, fun and partying.
Located in The Nursery, right next to the energy and excitement
of the KIIS DJ, this is a fully-styled marquee packed with everything
you need for a luxe raceday experience. It’s the space where Young
Members can connect and party with people just like them.
Join the party for prize draws, race vision, food trucks serving up street
eats, a premium beverage package, and even a bus with exclusive access
to the official Young Members after party. It’s a celebration not to be
missed, with only 80 spaces available. First in best dressed.

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

MEMBERS

GUESTS

$165

$270

(Limited to one guest per Member)

FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT:

VRC Customer Service 1300 727 575 from 9am on Tuesday 3 July 2018
or visit flemington.com.au/carnivalguide
Prices include street eats, premium beverage package and a racebook.
The Members guest price includes a Nursery Pedestrian Pass which is
required to gain access to The Nursery.

KIIS
YOUNG MEMBERS
MARQUEE

THE
DOMAIN

YOUR OWN PRIVATE,
ENGLISH GARDEN PARTY
The Domain is one of the most exclusive Flemington
enclosures. Located in a prime elevated position in close
proximity to The Club Stand, The Domain offers views of the
racecourse and city skyline. Bring your own style or have our
accredited hirers and caterers dress your site.
This year, indulge in the genteel atmosphere, when a touch
of the private gardens of Notting Hill comes to The Domain.
A distinctly English sensibility of refined elegance will transform
your Domain experience on every day of Carnival.
Luxurious gardens of wisteria and rose, anchored by wrought iron
gates that allow for entry only to the select few. Expansive lawns
beckon you to relax, and put you in mind of the most treasured
English icons. The colourful facade of shops and houses on Notting
Hill’s Portobello Road will inspire the retail structures around you.
And if you’re looking for something extra, we’re serving classic English
fare perfectly suited for the setting – including piping hot, crispy fish &
chips with lashings of malt-vinegar, followed by a delicate selection of
English teas and cakes.
Want to book The Domain for the 2018 Melbourne Cup
Carnival? Don’t miss out. Ballot closes 3pm on Friday
27 July. Submit your ballot today, online at
flemington.com.au/carnivalguide

A special offer for Members who purchase a Domain Super Site on
Lexus Melbourne Cup Day: receive a complimentary adjoining site
providing more space for you and your guests to celebrate the day.
Super Sites are approximately 11m x 3m with a 6m x 3m marquee
roof and surrounding fence.
Members can adjoin a maximum of three Super Sites.
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THE DOMAIN SUPER SITES

THE DOMAIN PACKAGED DOUBLE SUPER SITES

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$2,100

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$950

Kennedy Oaks Day

$1,600

Stakes Day

$1,150

Price is inclusive of structure and surrounding fence only.

RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION

AAMI Victoria Derby Day
Lexus Melbourne Cup Day
Kennedy Oaks Day
Stakes Day

21,000pts
9,500pts
16,000pts
11,500pts

The Domain will include a limited number of
styled, furnished double Super Sites (11m x 6m)
providing Members an easy to organise, premium
entertainment option for up to 50 guests.
Catering can be organised using a VRC
accredited caterer or you may bring your own.
AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$6,050

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$2,950

Kennedy Oaks Day

$5,050

Stakes Day

$4,200

The Domain Packaged Double Super Sites include:
• 6m x 6m marquee roof
• Surrounding fence
• 16 café chairs
• Four café tables
• 12 high bar stools
• Two high bar rectangular tables
• Two high bar square tables
• Two service bars
• Two market umbrellas
• Floral arrangements and styling

PEDESTRIAN PASSES

Domain Super Site holders may purchase a limited
number of Pedestrian Passes during the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival.
LIMIT

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

25

$134

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

50

$100

Kennedy Oaks Day

25

$100

Stakes Day

25

$100

(Limit includes Junior Pedestrian Pass
12-17 years)

$50

Please note Domain Packaged Double Super Sites have a Pedestrian
Pass limit of 50 passes.

RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION**

Pedestrian Passes

1,650pts

Junior Pedestrian Passes

600pts

**Member must have booked a Site in order to redeem for this reward.
Please note: There will be no pedestrian access to The Domain after
6pm. Limited access times apply to vehicles in The Domain Super Sites.
Further information will be forwarded to successful applicants
in their information packs.

SUPER SITES ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING
CONDITIONS

• Strictly no flooring or annexe structures can be
placed within a Super Site.
• Strictly no form of signage, branding or
promotional material can be erected within a
Super Site.
• There is no power to the Super Sites and the use
of generators is strictly prohibited.
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THE RAILS

THE RAILS CAR SITES

CREATE YOUR OWN
ULTIMATE DAY OF RACING.
There’s no better trackside location to witness history in the
making than right on The Rails. It offers the optimal spot to
position yourself as you watch the very best of the best race by.
Whether you’re a seasoned veteran or a first-timer who doesn’t
want to miss an enviable opportunity to be this close to the
action, The Rails is where you’ll want to be when the spectacle,
colour and thrill of every race thunders past.
This year, you can look forward to an even better experience. Along
with improved viewing of all the races, improvements and upgrades
to the amenities within. Don’t forget to compete for the TAB Best Site
Promotion, where a $500 Betting Voucher will be awarded each day.^

RAILS

FRONT
ROW

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$530

$560

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$445

$475

Kennedy Oaks Day

$390

$420

Stakes Day

$310

$340

RAILS

FRONT
ROW

RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

5,300pts 5,600pts

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

4,400pts 4,700pts

Kennedy Oaks Day

3,900pts 4,200pts

Stakes Day

3,100pts 3,400pts

PEDESTRIAN PASSES

The Rails Car Site holders may purchase a limited
number of Pedestrian Passes during the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival.
LIMIT

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

10

$139

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

14

$105

Kennedy Oaks Day

14

$105

Stakes Day

14

$105

(Limit includes Junior Pedestrian Pass
12-17 years)

$50

Junior Pedestrian Passes

The alternate Car Park for The Rails Front Row is a
regular Rails Car Site and if this is not available
the alternate Car Park is a Nursery Car Site.
The VRC will endeavour to allocate the same site
to multiple day applications.
Members may adjoin a maximum of three Car Sites.
The size of each Rails Car Site is 6m x 3m. Strictly no
signage, branding or promotional material can be
erected within The Rails.
There will be no pedestrian access to The Rails
after 6pm.

RACING REWARDS REDEMPTION**

Pedestrian Passes

To avoid missing out on a Car Site, when applying it
is recommended Members select yes to the alternate
Car Park question.

1,650pts
600pts

**Member must have booked a Car Site in order to redeem for this reward.

New this year – and for the first time ever – Members have the
opportunity to secure a place on the very front row. This means
you can now apply for a Rails Front Row site – one of the most enviable
positions at Flemington, or any thoroughbred racetrack
in the world for that matter.
As always, The Rails offers super screens, betting facilities and easy access
to all amenities. Book your perfect spot in The Rails today.
Want to book The Rails for the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival? Don’t miss out. Ballot closes 3pm on
Friday 27 July. Submit your ballot today, online at
flemington.com.au/carnivalguide
^ Visit vrc.net.au/terms for full terms and conditions.
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ACCREDITED
HIRERS

The Melbourne Cup Carnival is your chance to take a break and enjoy yourself for more than a few days.
This year, why not let one of our accredited hirers and caterers take away the hassle of planning for you?
They’ll take care of every detail – so all you and your guests need to do to enjoy an incredible day out at
the races is simply show up!
An easy, relaxed and amazing day out – it’s what being a VRC Member is all about!
Members are advised that Harry the Hirer is the sole provider of equipment hire to Super Sites in The Nursery
and The Domain.
THE NURSERY & THE RAILS CAR SITES
CAR SITES & SUPER SITES FOR MEMBERS
USING ACCREDITED CATERERS
HARRY THE HIRER

MR PARTY HIRE
Contact

Howard Mereine or Bobby Ngonvoraraj

Phone

(03) 9569 4699

Contact

Talia Notarfrancesco

Fax

(03) 9569 4655

Phone

(03) 9034 0582

Email

customerservice@mrpartyhire.com.au

Email

talian@harrythehirer.com.au

Website

mrpartyhire.com.au/springcarnival

Website

harrythehirer.com.au
THE NURSERY & THE RAILS CAR SITES

CAR SITES & SUPER SITES FOR MEMBERS SELF CATERING
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VALIANT EVENTS

ACCREDITED SUPPLIER OF PLANTS AND GREENERY FOR
THE NURSERY, THE RAILS & THE DOMAIN
GREENEVENT

Greenevent can design and supply a variety of products
to bring your site to life. It’s simply not the races without
plants, greenery & floral arrangements. Members can
select from our large range of trees, planter boxes, green
walls and floral arrangements, as well as outdoor timber
furniture, dividing planter boxes, benches, fencing and
specialty items.
Contact

Rebecca Warner & Lauren Stokan

Phone

(03) 9646 2300

Fax

(03) 9646 2377

Contact

Ida Laino

Contact

Melissa Lionnet

Phone

(03) 9034 0585

Phone

(03) 9320 5600

Email

idal@harrythehirer.com.au

Email

melissa.lionnet@valiant.com.au

Email

rebecca@greenevent.com.au
or lauren@greenevent.com.au

Website

harrythehirer.com.au

Website

valiant.com.au

Website

greenevent.com.au

Facebook

@harrythehirer

Facebook

@valiant.eventsau

Facebook

@greeneventmelbourne

Instagram

@harrythehirer

Instagram

@valiant.events

Instagram

@greeneventmelbourne
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ACCREDITED
CATERERS

The VRC has accredited five of Melbourne’s leading caterers to provide a range of catering services to
Members in The Rails, The Nursery and The Domain. The Club’s accredited caterers will take care of all
of your raceday catering requirements, from food (hampers to gourmet barbeques), beverages,
complete wait staff service and facilitation of equipment and site theming.
SOME OF THE BENEFITS OF USING A VRC ACCREDITED CATERER ARE:

• Professional site set-up
• A wide variety of catering and beverage options
• Supplementary resources (cold beverages, ice and additional
equipment as required)
• Site pack down at the conclusion of the day
During the 2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival, a dedicated area for
catered Car Sites in The Nursery will be available.
Catered Car Sites can also be organised in The Rails and The
Domain. Please note: unaccredited caterers (i.e. those not
specified on pages 54-55 of this guide) are strictly prohibited.
BLAKE’S FEAST
Contact

Neredah Blake

Address

1/18 Brixton Rise, Glen Iris VIC 3146

Phone

(03) 9885 2777

Email

giddyup@blakesfeast.com.au

Website

blakesfeast.com.au

Facebook

Blakes Feast Catering

Instagram

blakesfeast

Whether you’re in a Car Site or Super Site there’s a reason we
have cemented ourselves as the Carnival caterer of choice
for food-obsessed Carnival-goers. Blake’s Feast creates
fantastic trackside food moments at the Melbourne Cup
Carnival through beautifully executed food. Whether
you’re after boxed hampers delivered to your site, a not so
standard BBQ, high-end canapés or a exquisitely styled Car
Site or Super Site, we have you covered.
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THE BIG GROUP CREATIVE HOSPITALITY AGENCY

PETER ROWLAND

LIBBY REID CATERING

ED DIXON FOOD DESIGN

Contact

Alexandra Sist

Contact

Marilla Gair

Contact

Nicole Bokma

Contact

Vinka Krunic

Address

38 - 40 Cubitt Street, Richmond VIC 3121

Address

8 River Street, South Yarra VIC 3141

Address

453 Swan Street, Richmond VIC 3121

Address

102 Nicholson Street, Abbotsford VIC 3067

Phone

(03) 9429 0910

Phone

(03) 9825 0000

Phone

(03) 9428 1872

Phone

(03) 9419 4502

Email

alexandra.sist@thebiggroup.com.au

Email

racing@peterrowland.com.au

Email

racing@libbyreid.com.au

Email

info@eddixonfooddesign.com

Webwe

thebiggroup.com.au

Website

peterrowland.com.au

Website

libbyreid.com.au

Website

eddixonfooddesign.com

Facebook

PeterRowlandAu

Facebook

libbyreidcatering

Facebook

EdDixonFoodDesign

Instagram

peterrowlandau

Instagram

libbyreidcatering

Instagram

eddixonfooddesign

Hello. We’re the Big Group.
We’re hospitalitarians extraordinaire.
We have a big creative vision with an even bigger passion
for making people happy. And we do that through delivering
personalised experiences that bring people together.
• Having a car park party? We’re all ears.
• Need some inspiration? Let us inspire you, we are not
going to box you in.
• Need a hospitality partner for the day? Get in touch; we
will make the planning as fun but as simple as possible.
We will bring the food and the staff – watch them create
magic on your site. From set-up to pack down, our always
helpful, always reliable and skilled staff will ensure your
guests’ experience is amazing.
Give us a call, we can help turn your racing day into an
unforgettable experience. Because with us, big thinking is
always better.

We’re for food, we’re for fashion, we’re for racing and
definitely the party. Impress, delight and celebrate this
Melbourne Cup Carnival with Peter Rowland. Casual or
extravagant, car boot or Super Site – we offer a range of
options to suit your style and budget.
• Hamper boxes with tasty brunch, lunch, sweet and
savoury fare delivered to your site
• All-day cocktail grazing menus from the first until
final race
• Gourmet barbecue packages
• Drinks packages & beverage handling to keep
things festive
• Site equipment hire including glassware & barware
• Personalised site styling, furniture, floral and theming
We’ll look after everything from drop-off and collection to
providing fabulous staff and uniforms.
Contact us to discuss your requirements, receive our
brochure and personalised quote.

The Libby Reid Catering difference begins with our
experience, let us help you enjoy a fun filled and
unforgettable day at the races for you and your guests.
Whether it is:
• Dropping off a hamper to your site, complete with our
famous chicken sandwiches.
• A stylish BBQ in your Super Site or Car Site
• Our Last Race Home menu for those end of day quick
fixes before heading on to the next event
• Or our children’s picnic box on Stakes Day
Talk with us and we can also organise all your hiring from
a simple market umbrella to a completely styled Super
Site or Car Site, trained service staff, tailored beverage
packages to beautiful spring flowers to enhance your site.
The Libby Reid Catering team will work with you to create
a unique package to ensure that you and your guests have
an unforgettable day at the races!

At Ed Dixon Food Design we specialise in creating delicious
catering to complement your day no matter how large or
small your Car Site or Super Site. From traditional picnic
boxes delivered to your site or gourmet hamper packages
designed to take you through to the last race, contact
our professional team to discuss your raceday needs.
Our trackside offering includes:
• Picnic boxes filled with delectable canapés and more
substantial options
• Our sought-after delicious BBQ hampers
• Creative and chic furniture and styling packages
for Car Sites and Super Sites
• All-inclusive packages – simply arrive at your site to find
the drinks on ice, stunning furniture and flowers, and
our happy staff ready to pour your first champagne
Allow us to create a scrumptious, fun filled and hassle
free Melbourne Cup Carnival!
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S TA K E S DAY FA M I LY & F R I E N D S

Stakes Day will see Flemington transformed into a celebration of
family, friends and spectacular racing. Bring the whole family along,
from toddlers to teenagers and everyone in between, for a day
where there’s sure to be something fun for everyone.
In the Nursery
Dance along as the KIIS DJ entertains in The Playpen.
There will also be activities for the younger set with fun and games galore in a space
designed just for kids. All-day activities will feature children’s favourites, including a
jumping castle, face painting, a Sports Zone, roving entertainers and balloon artists.
There will be giveaways, a talent show and more.
Our Junior Members can book into their very own Nursery Site, created especially for them
(more detail overleaf).
On the Front Lawn
Our older Junior Members can book into Chill Ville (15 -17 years old). Read on for details.

STAKES
DAY FAMILY
& FRIENDS
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In The Park
We will be hosting a Phar Lap Club party (on sale 1 October), along with Stakes Day
Fashions on the Field for our next generation of style-conscious racegoers.
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JUNIOR MEMBERS
NURSERY SITE
JUNIOR MEMBERS
AGED 12 TO 17 YEARS

VRC Junior Members are invited to dive into their own,
very special and exclusive space in The Nursery on Stakes
Day, for an all-out celebration of music, dancing, racing
and party-festival vibe throughout the day. The Junior
Members Nursery Site will be available only on Stakes Day –
but what a day it’s going to be.
Junior Members can bring all their youthful exuberance
to see and be seen, as they frolic amidst the laid-back
decor. They’ll be there to dance and party in the festival
atmosphere bringing the ultimate in live music and
entertainment, giveaways, competitions and more.
Every Junior Member there can count on taking part in
the good times, music, fun and games on for one and all.
The teens’ infamous appetites won’t be forgotten either,
with Californian-inspired fare served up throughout the day.
Junior Members Nursery Site goes on sale 17 September 2018.
We will send all the details via email in August.

Parents are advised that a VRC staff member
and security guard(s) will be in attendance
at this event. However, the behaviour and
supervision of Junior Members and their
guest(s) is at all times the sole and personal
responsibility of their parents/guardians
while the Junior Members are in attendance
at Flemington Racecourse.

CHILL VILLE
JUNIOR MEMBERS
AGED 15 TO 17 YEARS

A HOT TICKET TO
A COOL SPACE.
Chill Ville is happening once again on Stakes Day, right on
Flemington’s famous Front Lawn. It’s an exclusive, ticketed
space with chilled party vibe for Junior Members and their
guests aged 15-17 years. Featuring giveaways and competitions
on the day, plus food truck favourites like sliders and loaded
jumbo fries.
Hot DJs and live bands will keep the party vibe going all day
long and everyone can look forward to plenty of chill-out areas
to kick back and hang with friends. To access Chill Ville, all you
need is a wristband.

Parents are advised that a VRC staff member
and security guard(s) will be in attendance
at this event. However, the behaviour and
supervision of Junior Members and their
guest(s) is at all times the sole and personal
responsibility of their parents/guardians
while the Junior Members are in attendance
at Flemington Racecourse.
Event staff reserve the right to sight a proof of
agecard prior to granting entry.

Also available is a pre-purchased food and drinks package $30 worth of Chill coins to spend on street eats like sliders,
loaded jumbo fries, tacos and gelato, along with bottomless
frozen mocktails. Pay-as-you-go is also available on the day.
Chill Ville goes on sale 17 September 2018. We will send all
the details via email in August. Stay tuned.
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A P P L I C AT I O N F O R M S

2018 MELBOURNE CUP CARNIVAL

GENERAL INFORMATION - MEMBERS DINING
To ensure a fair allocation of Members dining during the
Melbourne Cup Carnival, the Club will employ a random
ballot to allocate dining.
Only booking forms received prior to 3pm on
Friday 27 July 2018 will be entered into the ballot.
Members will receive a letter advising of their success or
otherwise in early September. If ballot applications do not
reach capacity, bookings will continue to be taken until
sold out.
All Members Dining is catered by Peter Rowland.
ALLOCATION PROCESS

To enter your dining application in the random ballot,
please ensure the VRC receives your application prior to
3pm on Friday 27 July 2018. Applications may be received
online or by post or by email to membersdining@vrc.net.au
or hand delivered to VRC Head Office located at
448 Epsom Road, Flemington VIC 3031.
Dining is to be allocated on a day-by-day basis, to ensure
that all applications received prior to 3pm Friday 27 July
2018 have an equal opportunity to gain dining on each of
the four days of the Carnival.
Members are advised that they are able to book
a maximum of one table per day:

Atrium Flat
Maximum 10 people per table
Atrium Tiered
Maximum 6 people per table
Peak Flat
Maximum 10 people per table
Peak Tiered
Maximum 6 people per table
The Byerley
Maximum 6 people per table
Members Dining Room
Maximum 8 people per table
Straight Six
Maximum 8 people per table
Bookings of less than the stipulated maximum may be
required to share. The Members Dining Room will have
table configurations of 2,3,4,6 and 8. The Byerley will
have table configurations of 2, 4 and 6.
APPLICATIONS

To minimise the chance of an unsuccessful application,
Members are encouraged to completely fill in their
dining preferences, with 1 being the most preferred
dining location through to your least preferred.
Please do not place a number against any venue you
do not wish to be placed in.
Only 2018/19 Full, Life, Pre ‘79 and Provisional financial
Members are eligible to enter the Members Dining Ballot.
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MEMBERS DINING APPLICATION FORM

ONLINE APPLICATIONS

To submit your application online, sign into your account
at vrc.net.au, select ‘Membership Services’, select ‘Dining’
and follow the prompts.

Member’s Name

Please be reminded that Members Enclosure ticketing
is required for guests of Members who are dining in
Members Enclosure.
Full Members may purchase a maximum of four
Members Enclosure Daily Guest Passes for each day of
the 2018 Melbourne Cup Carnival.
Guests on AAMI Victoria Derby and Lexus Melbourne Cup
Days must be international visitors and a photocopy
of each guest’s passport is required.
Restricted Members may purchase a maximum of four
Members Enclosure Daily Guest Passes for Kennedy Oaks
and Stakes Days.
For ticket applications refer to page 63 for a 2018
Melbourne Cup Carnival Members Enclosure Daily Guest
Pass application form. Application forms are also available
at vrc.net.au
To nominate someone for VRC Membership,
visit vrc.net.au to download an application form,
call 1300 727 575 or email membership@vrc.net.au
Terms and Conditions By booking any Members Dining, you agree to be
subject to and will abide by, and shall notify and require your guests and
invitees to abide by, the Membership Terms and Conditions, including
the Members Dining Terms and Conditions, as set out in this guide or
available at vrc.net.au/terms-conditions (including any amendments
notified to you by VRC from time to time).

Applications must be received by the VRC by 3pm Friday 27 July 2018.
PAYMENT

Credit Card is the preferred payment option.

Member Number

CREDIT CARD

Address

TICKETING

Apply for Members dining online: sign into your account at vrc.net.au,
select ‘Membership Services’, select ‘Dining’ and follow the prompts.

MASTERCARD

P/Code
In addition to my ongoing Membership Terms & Conditions and behavioural protocols (including
the VRC Constitution and By-Laws), I agree to be bound by, and comply with, and will notify and
require my guests and invitees to abide by the Members Dining Terms & Conditions.
Member’s Signature
Member’s Preferred Phone Number
Email
Confirmation of bookings will not be given until payment is received.
Tentative bookings are not accepted. Payment must accompany this booking form. Cheques are to be
made payable to the Victoria Racing Club Limited. All bookings are subject to availability. NB. A surcharge
for credit card payments over $5,000 may incur a 1.5% fee.
Only 2018/19 Full, Life, Pre ‘79 and Provisional Members* are eligible to enter the Members Dining ballot.
Restricted Member Cards do not access the Members Enclosure on AAMI Victoria Derby and
Lexus Melbourne Cup Days.
*Restricted Members will be eligible to purchase any remaining dining on Kennedy Oaks and
Stakes Days, following the ballot for Full, Life, Pre ‘79 and Provisional Members. Further information
will be sent to Restricted Members in September.

VISA

AMEX

DINERS

Card Number
Exp. Date

/

Amount $

Cardholder’s Name
Cardholder’s Signature
CHEQUE

Enclosed is a cheque for $________________ payable to Victoria Racing Club Limited.
You will only be charged for the dining option which you are allocated.
Should Members or their guests require special arrangements for disabled patrons,
please contact VRC customer service on 1300 727 575 by 3pm Friday 27 July 2018.
Please turn over to complete booking details. Members enclosure ticketing is
required and not included in dining booking.
Please detach and send this completed form in the enclosed envelope with full
payment. Applications via email are also accepted.
Email: membersdining@vrc.net.au
VRC customer service: 1300 727 575
All prices are GST inclusive.
 ax INVOICE This document becomes a tax invoice when paid.
T
Please retain a copy for tax purposes. ABN: 32 119 214 078
Privacy Notice: VRC is collecting your personal information for the purpose of facilitating your application,

your Membership and its benefits. Your personal information may be used and disclosed to our staff and third
parties including service providers for the above purposes and in accordance with your privacy preferences,
but will not generally be disclosed overseas. If you would like to access any personal information we hold
about you or to change your privacy preferences, please contact Customer Service on 1300 727 575 or to view
our Privacy Policy please visit vrc.net.au/privacy-policy
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2018 MELBOURNE CUP CARNIVAL

STEP 1
INDICATE THE NUMBER
OF SEATS
STEP 2

If you wish to allocate points
to other members dining
with you, please list their
details accordingly.

DERBY

SURNAME

CUP

MEMBER NO.

SEATS

SURNAME

STAKES

OAKS

MEMBER NO.

SEATS

SURNAME

MEMBER NO.

SEATS

SURNAME

GUEST TICKET APPLICATION FORM

STAKES CHILD
(AGE 2-12)

MEMBER NO.

SEATS

STEP 3: LOCATION PREFERENCES

To avoid disappointment, Members are encouraged to select preferences in order. Please number your preferences with 1 being your preferred option, through to your least preferred option.
If you do not wish to be allocated to a particular venue(s) leave that location box blank. If any of your preferences can be met then a booking will be confirmed and no refunds will be available.
LOCATION PREFERENCE

MEMBERS DINING ROOM

SIX
 STRAIGHT

$420

CUP

$420

OAKS

$400

STAKES

$360

STAKES CHILD
(AGE 2-12)

$90

$205

$195

Sitting One

Sitting One

$205

$175

$70


SIX
STRAIGHT

Sitting Two

Sitting Two

Sitting One

Sitting Two

Sitting Two

Sitting One

Sitting One

Sitting One

$205

$205

$195

 THE BYERLEY

$850

$850

$850

$620

ATRIUM (FLAT)
 THE


$280

$280

$265

$240

 eserved Seat (Level 2, Grandstand)
R
Subject to availability.
Atrium Flat bookings only.

 HE ATRIUM (TIERED)
T
 THE PEAK (FLAT)
 THE PEAK (TIERED)

Reserved Seat

$45

$400

Reserved Seat

$45

$400

$380
Includes Beverages

Includes Beverages

Includes Beverages

Includes Beverages

$450

$450

$75

$325

$430

$340

$85

$230

$75

$260

VRC Head Office, 448 Epsom Road, Flemington.

• Guest tickets admit to the racecourse and Members Enclosure,

excluding ‘Members Only’ areas.

AAMI VICTORIA DERBY AND LEXUS MELBOURNE CUP DAYS

KENNEDY OAKS DAY

STAKES DAY

Guests must be overseas visitors. Full name, overseas address,
phone number and a photocopy of each guest’s passport must be
supplied. Limit: Four tickets per Member (available for purchase by
2018/19 Full, Life, Provisional and Pre ‘79 financial Members only)

Guests may reside anywhere. Full name, address and
phone number details must be supplied. Limit: Four tickets
per Member (available for purchase by 2018/19 Full, Life,
Provisional, Pre ‘79 and Restricted financial Members only)

Guests may reside anywhere. Full name, address and phone number
details must be supplied. Limit: Four tickets per Member (available
for purchase by 2018/19 Full, Life, Provisional, Pre ‘79 and Restricted
financial Members only)

Surname

PAYMENT

$85

Credit Card is the preferred payment option.

First Name

CREDIT CARD

Address

Phone No (BH)

MASTERCARD
P/Code

Card Number

Member Number

Exp. Date

Member’s Signature

Amount $

Email

Cardholder’s Name

DAY

$45

Includes Beverages

$350

$70

Reserved Seat

Includes Beverages

$350

$175

•G
 uest tickets can be purchased after Friday 12 October at

MEMBER DETAILS

(10.30am - 2pm excl. Cup)
(Cup 10am - 1.30pm)
(2:30pm - close excl. Cup)
(Cup 2pm - close)
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DERBY

• All guest tickets must be purchased prior to raceday.
•A
 ll mail applications must reach the VRC by Friday 12 October 2018 for tickets to be return posted.
For mail applications received after Friday 12 October, tickets will be held for collection at
VRC Head Office, 448 Epsom Road, Flemington, where they must be collected prior to raceday.

QUANTITY

PRICE

RACING
REWARDS
REDEMPTION

SUBTOTAL

AMEX

DINERS

/

Cardholder’s Signature
CHEQUE

AAMI Victoria Derby Day – Saturday 3 November

_______

$350 each

4,600pts

$_________

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day – Tuesday 6 November

_______

$350 each

4,600pts

$_________

Kennedy Oaks Day – Thursday 8 November

_______

$290 each

2,700pts

$_________

Stakes Day – Saturday 10 November

_______

$225 each

2,300pts

$_________

Stakes Day Junior* – Saturday 10 November

_______

$60 each

700pts

$_________

*Children aged 12-17 years must have a ticket to access the Members Enclosure (limit four per Member)

VISA

Enclosed is a cheque for $________________ payable to Victoria
Racing Club Limited.
All prices are GST inclusive.
 rivacy Notice: VRC is collecting your personal information for the purpose of facilitating
P

your application, your Membership and its benefits. Your personal information may be
used and disclosed to our staff and third parties including service providers for the above
purposes and in accordance with your privacy preferences, but will not generally be
disclosed overseas. If you would like to access any personal information we hold about you
or to change your privacy preferences, please contact Customer Service on 1300 727 575 or to
view our Privacy Policy please visit vrc.net.au/privacy-policy
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GUEST’S DETAILS
Members are reminded that it is a condition of purchase to provide these details and that the VRC will take disciplinary action
against any Member found supplying false information. VRC will presume this information is correct and provided by the
Member with the consent of the Member’s guest. Please note: If inviting more than four guests during the Melbourne Cup
Carnival (bearing in mind the restrictions for each day), please take a copy of this form and attach it with your application.

Guests on AAMI Victoria Derby and Lexus Melbourne
Cup Days must be international visitors. Applications
for these days must be accompanied by a photocopy
of each guest’s passport.

GENERAL INFORMATION - MEMBERS RESERVED CAR PARKS
CONTINUING POPULAR INITIATIVES

GUEST 3

GUEST 4

Name

Name

To improve your raceday experience the following popular
initiatives will continue this year:
• The Nursery will contain a Young Members area allowing
Young Members to host sites in close proximity to each
other and The Playpen
• More entertainment in The Nursery
• Increased racing coverage including Flemington and
interstate races
• Improved vehicle egress options in The Nursery
• A limited number of Nursery Car Sites will be available
including a 3m x 3m cover
• Improved European themed garden square area in
The Domain, including concierges in 2018
• The Domain will contain a limited number of packaged
double Super Sites including styling and furniture
• Members who purchase a Super Site in The Domain on
Lexus Melbourne Cup Day will receive two adjoining sites
for the price of one
• A Best Site competition will be held each day in each
enclosure with a $500 TAB Betting voucher for the winner
awarded on the day.

Address

Address

CATERED CAR SITES IN THE NURSERY

GUEST 1

GUEST 2

Name

Name

Address

Address
P/Code

P/Code
Email

Email
Phone (BH)

DOB

/

/

DOB

Derby

Cup

Oaks

Stakes

Days Attending: (Please tick)

Derby

P/Code

/

Cup

Oaks

Stakes

The VRC has accredited five caterers to provide service
in The Rails, The Nursery and The Domain.

P/Code

Email

Email

Phone (BH)

DOB

/

/

Passport No
Days Attending: (Please tick)

/

Passport No

Passport No
Days Attending: (Please tick)

Phone (BH)

Phone (BH)

DOB

/

/

Passport No
Derby

Cup

Oaks

Stakes

Days Attending: (Please tick)

Derby

Cup

Oaks

Stakes

Privacy Notice: VRC is collecting your guests’ personal information for the purpose of facilitating your application. Your guests’ personal information may be used and disclosed to our staff and third parties including service providers for the above
purposes, but will not generally be disclosed overseas. If you would like to access any personal information we hold about you or to change your privacy preferences, please contact Customer Service on 1300 727 575 or to view our Privacy Policy please
visit vrc.net.au/privacy-policy
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An area within The Nursery, exclusively for catered Car
Sites, will again be available during the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival.
For further information regarding catered Car Sites in the
Members Reserved Car Parks, please refer to page 54.
OVER 60S NURSERY OPTION

The Club will again offer eligible Members aged 60

and over the opportunity to position their Car Sites within
close proximity to each other in The Nursery during the 2018
Melbourne Cup Carnival. Should you wish to take part in this
offer please select this option when applying.
FAMILY AREA NURSERY OPTION

There will be a designated family area, located near the
children’s activities, in The Nursery on Stakes Day. Should
you wish for your site to be positioned in this area, please
select this option when applying.
RACING REWARDS

Be rewarded for your Melbourne Cup Carnival spend and
receive Racing Rewards points for all purchases on Members
Reserved Car Parks.
There are even more products that can be redeemed using
Racing Rewards points including Domain Super Sites, Rails
and Nursery Car Sites.
ONLINE APPLICATIONS

To submit your application online, sign into your account at vrc.
net.au, select ‘Membership Services’ then select ‘Reserved Car
Park Application’ and follow the prompts.
To apply for adjoining sites online, you are required to
provide the other applicant’s Member number and full name.
APPLICATIONS BY POST OR EMAIL

If you would like to submit your application by post or email
refer to page 67 for a application form.
Post your application or hand deliver to:
Victoria Racing Club,
Membership,
448 Epsom Road, Flemington VIC 3031
Email to memberscarparks@vrc.net.au

THE BALLOT APPLICATION PERIOD FOR ALL CAR AND SUPER
SITES CLOSES AT 3PM FRIDAY 27 JULY 2018.
MEMBERS ARE REMINDED THAT IN ORDER TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN THE
BALLOT THEY MUST HAVE PAID THEIR 2018/19 SUBSCRIPTION FEES.
SITE ALLOCATIONS

All Reserved Car Sites will be allocated by random computer
allocation at the completion of the ballot application period.
The objective of the random computer allocation process is
to ensure that all sites are allocated in the fairest possible
manner so that all Full Members are given an equal
opportunity to secure a site. All applications will be entered
into the random computer allocation process except for
those Members who were unsuccessful in gaining a 2017
AAMI Victoria Derby Day Car or Super Site.
These Members will receive an application form for a 2018
AAMI Victoria Derby Day Site and upon acceptance of this
offer they will be guaranteed a Car Site in the Nursery or a
Super Site in The Domain before the ballot is conducted.
RESTRICTED MEMBERS ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE BALLOT BUT CAN
APPLY FOR CAR AND SUPER SITES FROM MONDAY 30 JULY 2018.

Restricted Members applications will be processed and allocated,
in order of receipt, pending site availability post ballot.
RESTRICTED MEMBERSHIP

Please be advised that Restricted Members have access to
the Members Reserved Car Parks (The Nursery, The Rails, The
Domain and The Birdcage) on all days of the Melbourne Cup
Carnival. If you would like to nominate someone for VRC
Restricted Membership visit vrc.net.au to download
an application form or contact VRC Customer Service on
1300 727 575 or customerservice@vrc.net.au
Terms and Conditions By booking any Members Reserved Car Park, you agree to be
subject to and will abide by, and shall notify and require your guests and invitees to
abide by, the Membership Terms and Conditions, including the Birdcage & Reserved
Car Parks Terms and Conditions, as set out in this guide or available at vrc.net.au/termsconditions (including any amendments notified to you by VRC from time to time).
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION - MEMBERS RESERVED CAR PARKS
IMPORTANT DATES
3PM FRIDAY 27 JULY 2018

Applications for the ballot close.
MONDAY 30 JULY 2018

Applications for all Members including Restricted open
(pending availability).
EARLY SEPTEMBER

Provided Members have paid their 2018/19 subscription
fees, they will receive a confirmation informing them of the
outcome of their application. If successful, Members will be
notified of their allocated Car Site number (site maps of all
enclosures will be available at vrc.net.au).

GENERAL APPLICATION INFORMATION

Members are able to apply for a Car or Super Site on each
and any combination of days during the 2018 Melbourne
Cup Carnival. It is important that Members indicate a
preferred enclosure and if they would like to apply for the
alternate enclosure (subject to availability) in the event that
their first preference is unavailable.
BEHAVIOURAL PROTOCOLS

Successful Members will receive their ‘information pack’
containing: vehicle sticker(s), site map(s), Pedestrian
Pass order form(s) and all other relevant information.

Members are responsible for the behaviour of the guests
they introduce to the Members Reserved Car Parks. Any
person deemed to have engaged in behaviour that is less
than satisfactory will be removed from the Members
Reserved Car Parks immediately. This includes damage to
furniture and/ or equipment. Any offending Member(s), or
those responsible for offending guests, will be referred to
the VRC Disciplinary Committee for action and suspension
of Membership privileges may be imposed.

PAYMENTS

ONSELLING

MID SEPTEMBER

All payments for successful applications will be processed
from the month of August 2018.
UPON SUCCESSFUL ALLOCATION, REFUNDS ARE NOT
AVAILABLE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED IN CLAUSE 13.2
OF THE BIRDCAGE & RESERVED CAR PARKS TERMS &
CONDITIONS.
JOINT APPLICATIONS

Members may reserve adjoining Car Sites or Super Sites
– a maximum of three Car Sites or three Super Sites may
be joined. Please note: To apply for adjoining sites online,
you are required to provide the other applicant’s Member
number and full name. Hard copy applications for adjoining
sites MUST BE IDENTICAL, ATTACHED AND LODGED
TOGETHER, and will only be allocated accordingly if these
requirements are met. The VRC will not be held responsible
for the allocation of applications not IDENTICAL, ATTACHED
AND LODGED TOGETHER.
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Members are not permitted to sell or on-sell any part of
their facility. Any Member who offers to on-sell will have
their Car or Super Site cancelled and will be referred to the
VRC Disciplinary Committee.
PEDESTRIAN PASS ACCESS RESTRICTIONS

Pedestrian Pass holders are restricted to the enclosure
in which their host’s Car or Super Site is located, and the
general public area of the racecourse. Full, Life, Provisional,
Pre ‘79, Restricted and Junior Members, Guest Card holders
and Members Enclosure Daily Guest Pass holders will not
require a Pedestrian Pass to access The Nursery, The Domain
and The Rails.
Please note: Access restrictions apply in The Birdcage Enclosure.
Aside from Birdcage Pedestrian Pass holders, only Full, Life,
Provisional, Pre ‘79, Restricted and Junior Members in addition
to Pre ‘79 Guest Card holders will have access to this enclosure.

DRESS REGULATIONS

Members and their guests are reminded that the Members
Reserved Car Parks are Members Enclosures and Members
dress regulations apply.
For further details please visit vrc.net.au
ONLINE PEDESTRIAN PASSES

Following a successful site allocation, Members will be able
to purchase their Pedestrian Passes online from Monday
3 September 2018. Simply sign into your account at vrc.net.au,
and follow the prompts.
VEHICLE SIZE

No vehicle larger than length – 5.5m, width – 2.8m and
height – 2.2m will be permitted into Flemington Racecourse
at any entry point.
ANNEXE STRUCTURES

Annexe structures may be erected in Car Site facilities only.
They must be fastened securely to the ground and comply
strictly with the following guidelines:
• The structure must be no larger than 3m x 3m with a roof
strictly no higher than 2.5m
•The structure must have no sides or flooring
• There can be a maximum of two structures for a single
standard site. They will not be permitted on any Super
Site facility
• The structure must not feature any logo or other branding,
except for that normally used by the manufacturer
For full details please refer to section 7.6 of the Birdcage
& Reserved Car Park Terms & Conditions.

2018 MELBOURNE CUP CARNIVAL

MEMBERS RESERVED CAR PARKS
APPLICATION FORM
Member’s Name

• To be eligible for the ballot, applications must be received by the VRC by
3pm Friday 27 July 2018.
PAYMENT

Credit Card is the preferred payment option.

Member Number

CREDIT CARD

MASTERCARD

Address

VISA

AMEX

DINERS

Card Number

P/Code
In addition to my ongoing Membership Terms & Conditions and behavioural protocols
(including the VRC Constitution and By-Laws), I agree to be bound by, and comply with,
and will notify and require my guests and invitees to abide by, the Reserved Car Parks
Terms & Conditions.

Exp. Date

/

Amount $

Cardholder’s Name
Cardholder’s Signature

Member’s Signature

CHEQUE

Member’s Preferred Phone Number

Enclosed is a cheque for $_______________ payable to Victoria Racing Club Limited.

Email

YOU WILL ONLY BE CHARGED FOR THE SITE WHICH YOU ARE ALLOCATED.
Please ensure you have the necessary funds available in the month of August 2018.

Will you be the primary raceday contact at your site? Yes

No

If no, please provide us with relevant details
Name

• Apply for Car and Super Sites online: simply sign into your account at
vrc.net.au, select ‘Membership Services’ then select ‘Reserved Car Park
Application’and follow the prompts.

PLEASE TURN OVER TO COMPLETE BOOKING DETAILS.
PLEASE DETACH AND SEND THIS COMPLETED FORM IN THE ENCLOSED RETURN ENVELOPE WITH
FULL PAYMENT. APPLICATIONS VIA EMAIL ARE ALSO ACCEPTED.
VRC CUSTOMER SERVICE: 1300 727 575 Email: memberscarparks@vrc.net.au

Mobile

Confirmation of bookings will not be given until payment is successfully processed. Tentative
bookings are not accepted. Payment must accompany this application form. Cheques are to be
made payable to the Victoria Racing Club Limited. All bookings are subject to availability.
NB. A credit card surcharge fee of 1.5% may apply to amounts over $5,000.

All prices are GST inclusive.
 ax INVOICE This document becomes a tax invoice when paid.
T
Please retain a copy for tax purposes. ABN: 32 119 214 078
Privacy Notice: VRC is collecting your personal information for the purpose of facilitating your application, your
Membership and its benefits. Your personal information may be used and disclosed to our staff and third parties
including service providers for the above purposes and in accordance with your privacy preferences, but will not
generally be disclosed overseas. If you would like to access any personal information we hold about you or to change
your privacy preferences, please contact Customer Service on 1300 727 575 or to view our Privacy Policy please visit
vrc.net.au/privacy-policy
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REFUNDS

Upon successful allocation, refunds are not available unless otherwise stated in the
Reserved Car Parks Terms and Conditions.
Please tick your preferred option P
THE RAILS
THE NURSERY
NURSERY
FRONT
ROW
CAR
SITE INC
		
3M X 3M COVER
1. CAR SITES

AAMI Victoria
Derby Day

Racing Rewards Redemption

Lexus Melbourne
Cup Day

THE RAILS

$530
5,300pts

$560
5,600pts

$440
4,100pts

$620

$445
4,400pts

$475
4,700pts

$220
2,100pts

$400

Kennedy Oaks Day

$390
3,900pts

$420
4,200pts

$250
2,600pts

$430

Stakes Day

$310
3,100pts

$340
3,400pts

$240
3,600pts

$415

Racing Rewards Redemption

Racing Rewards Redemption

Racing Rewards Redemption

 o you wish to be placed in the alternate Car Park (subject to availability) if your
D
preference is unavailable? Yes
No
NURSERY CATERED OPTION ONLY

 lease note: To be eligible for a catered Car Site in The Nursery, Members must
P
organise a food and beverage service package with a VRC accredited caterer.
Will you be appointing a VRC accredited caterer to cater for your Car Site?
Yes

Name of accredited caterer

Which day(s) will your Car Site be catered for? Derby

Cup

Oaks

Stakes

Would you like your Nursery Car Site positioned in the Young Members area?
Would you like your Nursery Car Site positioned in the over 60s area?
Would you like your Nursery Car Site positioned in the family area on Stakes Day?
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MEMBERS WHO WISH TO RESERVE ADJOINING CAR OR SUPER SITES

A maximum of three Car Sites or three Super Sites may be joined together.
Applications MUST be attached and lodged together and will only be allocated
together if all parties have identical applications.
2. SUPER SITES

THE NURSERY
THE DOMAIN
				
					

AAMI Victoria
Derby Day

$2,050

$2,100

RACING
REWARDS
REDEMPTION

21,000pts

2018 MELBOURNE CUP CARNIVAL

RACING REWARDS
LOUNGE BALLOT
Member’s Name

•P
 lease complete this form and return it to Racing Rewards,

C/- Victoria Racing Club, 448 Epsom Road, Flemington, VIC 3031 or scanned and
emailed to racingrewards@vrc.net.au

Member Number

Address
P/Code

Lexus Melbourne
Cup Day

$920

$950

9,500pts

Kennedy Oaks Day

$1,550

$1,600

16,000pts

Stakes Day

$1,125

$1,150

11,500pts

 o you wish to be placed in the alternate Car Park (subject to availability) if your
D
preference is unavailable?
Yes
No
3. THE DOMAIN PACKAGED DOUBLE SUPER SITE

AAMI Victoria Derby Day

$6,050

Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

$2,950

Kennedy Oaks Day

$5,050

Stakes Day

$4,200

 o you wish to be placed in a Domain Super Site (subject to availability) if your
D
preference is unavailable?
Yes
No
Only 2018/19 Full, Life, Pre ‘79 and Provisional financial Members are eligible to apply for the ballot
for Members Reserved Car Parks. Restricted Members are not eligible for the ballot but can apply for
Car and Super Sites from Monday 30 July 2018. Restricted Members applications will be processed and
allocated, in order of receipt, pending site availability post ballot.

Preferred Phone Number

RACING REWARDS RESERVED LOUNGE			

Applications for the Racing Rewards Lounge close 3pm Friday 27 July 2018.
The Racing Rewards Lounge is limited to one redemption per Member, per day.
Members are encouraged to select 4 preferences, in order. Please number your
preferences with 1 being your preferred option through to 4 being the least preferred
option. If you do not wish to be allocated a particular day, leave the box blank.
	Reserved Lounge for four people in the Racing Rewards Lounge
on AAMI Victoria Derby Day (3,500 points)
	Reserved Lounge for four people in the Racing Rewards Lounge
on Lexus Melbourne Cup Day (3,500 points)
	Reserved Lounge for four people in the Racing Rewards Lounge
on Kennedy Oaks Day (2,700 points)
	Reserved Lounge for four people in the Racing Rewards Lounge
on Stakes Day (2,700 points)
Privacy Notice: VRC is collecting your personal information for the purpose of facilitating your application, your

Membership and its benefits. Your personal information may be used and disclosed to our staff and third parties
including service providers for the above purposes and in accordance with your privacy preferences, but will not
generally be disclosed overseas. If you would like to access any personal information we hold about you or to change
your privacy preferences, please contact Customer Service on 1300 727 575 or to view our Privacy Policy please visit vrc.
net.au/privacy-policy
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2018/19
VRC MEMBERS
ENCLOSURE
ACCESS

The Club Stand Members Bar

The Nursery, Rails
and Domain

The Birdcage

The Nursery, Rails
and Domain

Members Enclosure

The Club Stand Members Bar

General Admission

Members Enclosure

Full Member

•

•

•

•

Full Guest

•

•

Life Member

•

•

•

•

Provisional Member

•

•

•

Pre ‘79 Guest (Available to Pre ‘79 & Life Members only)

•

•

•

Restricted Member

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Restricted Guest

•

•

•

•

•

Junior Member̂

•

•

•

^

•

Members Enclosure Daily Guest Pass

•

•

•

•

•

•

Junior Members Enclosure Daily Guest Pass

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pedestrian Pass

*

MEMBERSHIP CARDS

•

*

Junior Pedestrian Pass
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Kennedy Oaks Day/
Stakes Day

The Birdcage

General Admission

AAMI Victoria Derby Day/
Lexus Melbourne Cup Day

^ Junior Members Cards can only access the Members Enclosure on Stakes Day. * Pedestrian Passes only allow access to the enclosure and day stipulated on the ticket.
# Junior Pedestrian Passes only allow access to the enclosure stipulated on the ticket on Stakes Day.

•

*

•

•

*

*

*

#

#

#
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

BIRDCAGE & RESERVED CAR PARKS
TERMS & CONDITIONS

TERMS &
CONDITIONS
72

1.	DEFINITIONS
Car Park means:
•	the car parks and grounds controlled by or on behalf of the VRC and
used for the parking of vehicles or other purposes, and includes any
public car parks and unreserved Members car parks; and
•	any car park which is reserved for use by VRC members, VRC staff,
corporate clients or contractors or volunteers participating in Events,
but excludes Reserved Car Parks.
Car Site Facility means a car site in either The Nursery or The Rails.
Client means the Member listed on the booking form as booking a Facility
or any person who has entered into an agreement with VRC in respect of a
Reserved Car Park.
Course means Flemington Racecourse and the Car Parks.
Course Conditions means the Ticketing and Conditions of Entry for
Flemington Racecourse as amended from time to time and posted at
entrances to the Course, available from VRC’s website at flemington.com.au/
terms-and-conditions or available from VRC on request.
Event means any particular event or series of events on a day, comprising
horse racing and/or other sporting or entertainment activities, conducted at
the Course or a Reserved Car Park by, or under authorisation from, VRC.
Facility means a Car Site Facility, a Super Site Facility or 1 Oliver St in The
Birdcage Enclosure as such facilities are offered and described by VRC, and
includes any such facility that may be renamed or replaced by VRC or any
other facility offered by reference to these terms and conditions.
Facility Payments means, in relation to a Facility for a day, payments to the
Client by VRC in relation to that Facility for that day, excluding credit card fees.
Feature Race on a day means the horse racing Event which either: (a) offers
the most prize money on that day; or (b) is advertised as the feature race in all
marketing collateral for that day despite the Event having less prize money
than another horse racing Event on that day.
Melbourne Cup Carnival refers collectively to Events held by VRC during
the period which includes the first Tuesday in November and runs from the
preceding Saturday to the following Saturday, including such Events as they
may be rescheduled.
Member means a full, life, provisional or restricted financial Member of VRC.
Pedestrian Pass means a pass for a single person (and not a vehicle) to enter a
particular Reserved Car Park.
Reserved Car Park means The Nursery, The Domain and The Rails Members
car parks, The Birdcage enclosure (including the facilities located therein)
during the Melbourne Cup Carnival and certain of these areas operating as
a Reserved Car Park on Super Saturday and any other raceday as notified by
VRC from time to time.
Super Saturday means the race meeting conducted by VRC in March (or at
such other time as VRC determines) in which the Australia Cup is run.
Super Site Facility means a site in The Domain or The Nursery measuring 11 x
3 metres or as otherwise designated by VRC.
VRC means Victoria Racing Club Limited ACN 119 214 078.
Withheld Costs means costs relating to the Client’s Facility incurred by VRC
that VRC is not able to avoid or recoup despite using reasonable endeavours.
You means an individual who has entered a Facility or (where applicable) a Client.
2.	GENERAL
2.1	By entering a Reserved Car Park or receiving a ticket for entry to a
Reserved Car Park, You are deemed to have accepted, and understood
as binding on You, these conditions and any accompanying risks,
obligations and responsibilities. It is your responsibility to read and
inform yourself of these conditions.
2.2	Separate terms and conditions apply in relation to the Course (the
Course Conditions), relevant sections of which are to be read subject
to these terms and conditions. Clients must ensure that each of their
guests is familiar and complies with these terms and conditions and
the Course Conditions. Clients agree and acknowledge that they are
responsible for any non-compliance with these terms and conditions,
and for any of their guests’ acts or omissions while present at a Reserved
Car Park or the Course generally.
2.3	Nothing in these conditions of entry affects your rights under the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), under which VRC gives You
certain non-excludable consumer guarantees.
2.4	Upon receipt by a Client of a booking confirmation from VRC in relation
to a Facility, these terms and conditions will also constitute a binding

agreement between the Client and VRC.
2.5	While present at a Reserved Car Park or the Course, You must comply
with:
	(a) all relevant laws; and
	(b) all relevant and published policies of VRC, including those relating to
liquor, gambling, smoking and conduct.
2.6	Unless You hold a ticket or pass allowing entry to a Reserved Car Park,
You must not enter or remain in (or allow your vehicle to remain in) a
Reserved Car Park. If You hold a ticket or a Pedestrian Pass for a particular
Reserved Car Park, You must only enter the Reserved Car Park indicated
on your ticket or pass.
2.7	If You bring children into a Reserved Car Park, You are responsible for
the care, conduct and supervision of those children at all times. You
are responsible for any acts or omissions committed by children in a
Reserved Car Park or the Course.
2.8	You must not, without the express authorisation of VRC, enter the
racetrack itself or stalls or any area where the movement of horses
occurs or any area of a Reserved Car Park or the Course where persons
including ticket holders are prohibited to enter (as indicated by fencing,
cordons, locked doors, signage or otherwise). If You do so, You may be
(without limitation) removed from a Reserved Car Park or the Course,
banned from attending a Reserved Car Park or the Course in the future
and subject to legal action.
2.9	You acknowledge that, in any Reserved Car Park, there is a possibility
of an accident causing injury, death or property damage or loss, and
that entry to a Reserved Car Park is at your own risk. You acknowledge
and agree that you enter a Reserved Car Park at your own risk. The risks
associated with entry to a Reserved Car Park include, but are not limited
to, the risk of suffering injury, harm or loss as a result of:
	(a) vehicles being stolen, or items within vehicles being stolen;
	(b) collisions between vehicles, between vehicles and people or between
vehicles and structure;
	(c) temporary structures (including without limitation umbrellas,
marquees and gazebos), parts thereof or other debris being dislodged
and coming into contact with persons, vehicles or structures;
	(d) incidents involving the movement of horses (such as where horses
jump or breach fences, railings or barriers or break free – whether
being led or ridden or in their stalls – and come into contact with
persons, vehicles or structures); and
	(e) harmful acts (whether intentional or inadvertent) committed by
persons (such as intoxicated persons) present in a Reserved Car Park
or at the Course.
2.10	You acknowledge that some areas of the Reserved Car Parks:
	(a) are exposed to the weather, including direct sunlight and heat, hail,
rain and wind. VRC does not guarantee that there will be sufficient
room for You to obtain shelter from such weather; and
	(b) have either obstructed views or no views of the racetrack. VRC does
not guarantee that all areas of the Reserved Car Park will have clear
viewing of all parts of the racetrack.
2.11	Whilst at a Reserved Car Park, You are responsible for your own property.
You must not leave your bags or possessions unattended at any time.
2.12	If You breach these conditions, or VRC (with reasonable cause) so directs,
You may, without limitation:
	(a) be required to leave or be removed from the Reserved Car Park or
the Course;
	(b) be refused entry to the Reserved Car Park or the Course;
	(c) be removed from the Reserved Car Park or the Course;
	(d) have any pass or ticket confiscated or cancelled without refund;
	(e) have your car towed (at your expense);
	(f) be reported to an appropriate law enforcement body;
	(g) where You are a Member, have your Membership suspended or
cancelled; or
	(h) or where You are a Client, have any Pedestrian Passes issued to You
cancelled.
This clause does not limit the rights available to VRC under these conditions
or otherwise at law.
2.13	You must comply with all reasonable directions given by VRC or persons
authorised by VRC. VRC or a person authorised by VRC may, at any time,
inspect any vehicle, bag, basket or other receptacle or require You to turn
out your pockets.
2.14	If You become aware of any incidents, matters or circumstances in
contravention of these conditions, or if You have any issues that You
wish to bring to VRC’s attention, You may call the VRC help line on (03)

9371 7194. You should do this as soon as possible so as to assist VRC to
provide You with a helpful response.
2.15	You acknowledge and agree that any part of these conditions which
contravenes the law of the relevant jurisdiction will not be enforceable,
but that such conditions (or part or parts thereof) are severable and do
not invalidate the remaining conditions.
3.	ALLOCATIONS, BOOKINGS AND PAYMENTS
3.1	Allocation of Car Site Facilities and Super Site Facilities will be conducted
by random computer allocation at the completion of the 4-week
application period for each Racing Season. 1 Oliver St will be allocated in
order of receipt of full payment.
3.2	The Facilities are allocated subject to availability.
3.3	Dates, Facilities, fees and conditions are correct at the time of printing
and are subject to change without notice. VRC may at any time, by
written notice to You (or verbally during, or within 24 hours prior to, the
Event should circumstances require relocation at that time), relocate a
Facility or move the Client and all persons sharing the Client’s Facility to:
	(a) another Facility or location at the Course; or
	(b) a facility or other location at another venue within Melbourne to
which an Event has been relocated.
3.4	In the event a relocation under clause 3.3 occurs due to an event or
act beyond the control of VRC (such as weather), clause 3.5 will apply.
VRC will use reasonable endeavours to ensure that the new facility or
location is equivalent or similar to that originally booked by the Client.
To the extent that no facility can be made available, VRC may cancel the
booking, in which case the Client will be entitled to a refund consistent
with clause 13, whether the relocation applies merely to the Facility or to
the whole Event.
3.5	Except as expressly provided under these conditions or the Course
Conditions, under no circumstances will VRC be liable to You if VRC is
unable to perform its obligations to You due to any event or act beyond
the control of VRC.
3.6	All bookings for Facilities must be accompanied by full payment in the
form of a cheque made payable to “Victoria Racing Club Limited” or
“VRC”, or by completion of the credit card details for direct debit outlined
on the booking form (including online bookings). Bookings will not
be processed until full payment is received by VRC and all funds have
cleared.
3.7	Refunds for cheque payments of unsuccessful applications (or part
thereof) may take up to 14 days to be processed.
3.8	After successful allocation of a Facility to a Client, refunds will only be issued
in accordance with clauses 13.2 and 13.4 of these terms and conditions.
3.9	For all credit card payments received over the value of $5,000, the
following charges will apply: Diners/VISA/MasterCard/AMEX - 1.5% of
transaction value inclusive of GST.
4.	PEDESTRIAN PASSES
4.1	Pedestrian Passes will be issued to Clients at a time advised by VRC.
4.2	No additional Pedestrian Passes will be provided for Facilities.
4.3	No Pedestrian Passes will be issued until payment is received in full by
VRC in relation to the relevant Facility.
5.	SIGNAGE
5.1	Signage is not permitted in the Reserved Car Parks unless specifically
approved by VRC in writing. Prohibited signage includes banners,
posters, flags and any other promotional material.
5.2	If any other signage is erected without the approval of VRC, VRC may
remove it or require that it be removed immediately. Any costs incurred
by VRC or a third party in connection with the removal of signage will be
at the cost of the Client.
6.	RESERVED CAR PARK CONDUCT AND PROHIBITED ITEMS
6.1	For the comfort and safety of persons in a Reserved Car Park, You are not
permitted to bring into a Reserved Car Park (or have in your possession
in a Reserved Car Park) any of the following without the written consent
of VRC:
	(a) prohibited weapons or controlled weapons within the meaning
of the Control of Weapons Act 1990 (Vic) whose possession would
constitute an offence under that Act or articles capable of being used
as weapons or anything which may be used in a way which adversely
affects the safety of persons at a Reserved Car Park or the Course,
damages property or interferes with the comfort of persons at a
Reserved Car Pars or the Course or with their enjoyment of any Event;
	(b) any object that could be used to distract, hinder or interfere with
any animal or person taking part in an Event, or disrupt, interrupt
or behave in any manner that may interrupt any Event, whether
intentionally or otherwise, such as a laser pointer device (or a device

incorporating a laser pointer) or a drone;
	(c) any animals (other than, if the person is blind, deaf or otherwise
suffering a disability, a guide dog);
	(d) any whistle, loud hailer, public address system, electronic or other
broadcast device or any device which may interfere with electronic or
radio communications or broadcasting signals or equipment used by
VRC or other persons authorised by VRC in connection with an Event;
	(e) any fireworks, flares or distress signals;
	(f) any item that You intend (or such quantities of the item from which
VRC can reasonably infer that You intend) to distribute, hawk, sell,
offer or expose for sale;
	(g) any dangerous goods (as that term is defined in section 3(1) of the
Dangerous Goods Act 1985 (Vic));
	(h) any object, device or substance that may be used to deface or
damage any part of a Reserved Car Park or the Course, such as any
spray paint or permanent markers;
	(i) any hay bales, torn-up or shredded paper, confetti, rice, streamers or
similar items;
	(j) any barrel or keg of any size, or any container capable of holding more
than 4 litres of liquid;
	(k) any generator, refrigerated van or heater or other appliance that has
not been approved in writing by VRC;
	(l) any unregistered road vehicle (including a scooter) and any
skateboard, roller skates or roller blades (or similar items); or
	(m) any item (such as any article of clothing, poster or sign) bearing any
image, slogan or text which is indecent, discriminatory, obscene,
insulting or threatening or which may be offensive to other persons
present at the Reserved Car Parks or the Course (as determined by
VRC in its sole discretion).
Any consent given by VRC may be revoked by VRC at any time. If such consent
is withdrawn, or if no consent was obtained, and You are found in possession
of an item that is not permitted to be brought into the Reserved Car Park,
You will be required to immediately dispose of or surrender to VRC (or VRC’s
contracted security personnel or other nominee) the offending item, or leave
the Reserved Car Park with it via the nearest exit, unless the item is seized
by the police. You will also be required to take your vehicle with You or make
arrangements for its removal at your expense.
6.2	You must not, while at a Reserved Car Park:
	(a) pick any flower or injure or uproot any tree, shrub, flower or other
plant or disturb or interfere with any fauna;
	(b) climb or attempt to climb or remain on any tree or structure, or do
anything likely to endanger your safety or that of anyone else;
	(c) post, stick or place or attempt to post, stick or place any poster,
placard, bill, banner, print, paper or any advertising material on any
building, vehicle, tree, fence, cordon or other structure;
	(d) distribute any printed or visual matter or distribute, display or
promote any advertising or promotional material or samples of
goods or services or any other matter or thing;
	(e) distribute, hawk, sell, offer or expose for sale any goods or services
or solicit or collect subscriptions, donations, money or orders from
persons present at a Reserved Car Park or the Course;
	(f) misuse, deface, damage or remove from a Reserved Car Park or
tamper with, or attempt to misuse, deface, damage, remove from
a Reserved Car Park or tamper with any building, seat, chair, table,
structure, vehicle, craft, truck, pipe, tap, tap fitting, conduit, electrical
equipment, wiring or sign, or excavate or cause to be excavated any
part of a Reserved Car Park;
	(g) block any thoroughfare including, without limitation, any road, stairs,
steps, aisle, gangway, overpass, underpass, pontoon, bridge, passage,
entry or exit;
	(h) deposit litter, except in a receptacle provided for that purpose;
	(i) throw or attempt to throw any stone, bottle or other projectile;
	(j) disrupt, interrupt or behave in any manner that may disrupt or
interrupt any Event, distract, hinder or interfere with a participant in
an Event or interfere with the comfort of other persons at a Reserved
Car Park or the Course which includes but is in no way limited to the
use of drones;
	(k) use offensive, indecent or obscene language or threatening or
insulting words or otherwise behave in an offensive, threatening,
abusive, riotous, indecent or insulting manner;
	(l) urinate or defecate otherwise than into a receptacle specifically
provided for that purpose by VRC;
	(m) interfere with, obstruct or hinder VRC, or persons authorised by VRC,

in the exercise of their powers, functions or duties;
	(n) engage in any sporting or recreational activity other than those
organised by VRC or its licensees;
	(o) operate or use a loud hailer, public address system or other broadcast
device;
	(p) conduct public surveys or opinion polls without the written consent
of VRC;
	(q) conduct entertainment without a licence from VRC;
	(r) smoke in a designated “No Smoking” area; or
	(s) act in a manner that may startle, ‘spook’, distract, interfere with,
endanger or cause harm to any horse present at a Reserved Car Park
or the Course to any person in proximity to any horse present at a
Reserved Car Park or the Course.
6.3	VRC or persons authorised by VRC may, in their sole discretion, prevent
You from entering a Reserved Car Park, or remove You from the Reserved
Car Park, or have your car towed (at your cost), if VRC or persons
authorised by VRC reasonably believe that You are under the influence
of alcohol or drugs. You agree that this clause 6.3 does not obligate
VRC to undertake any monitoring or compliance methods to ensure
that persons present at the Reserved Car Parks are not intoxicated,
and VRC will not be responsible for the conduct of intoxicated persons
who are present at the Reserved Car Parks, or persons who became
intoxicated at the Reserved Car Parks, including any damage or injury
caused by such persons. This clause 6.3 does not seek to exclude any
legal responsibilities that VRC or persons authorised by VRC may have
in relation to the responsible service of alcohol at the Course or the
Reserved Car Parks.
6.4	You agree not to hold yourself out or otherwise promote yourself
(except to identify yourself as a Member, where You are a Member) or
any good or service as being associated with a Reserved Car Park, the
Course, VRC or any Event conducted by VRC.
7.	USE OF FACILITY, DRESS STANDARDS AND CONDUCT
7.1	If an area becomes unavailable because of weather or other reasons,
VRC will advise the Client of alternative arrangements. Alternative
Facilities cannot be guaranteed. Facilities or other tickets are only
refundable in accordance with clauses 13.2 and 13.4 below.
7.2	VRC, its caterers and other accredited parties accept no responsibility for
any equipment or property left by You in the Reserved Car Parks.
7.3	A Client may only transfer a Reserved Car Park pass to another Member.
7.4	On your Car Site Facility, subject to any VRC direction otherwise, You will
be entitled to:
	(a) park a vehicle that complies with the vehicle guidelines in clause 7.9;
	(b) erect an umbrella (other than a personal rain umbrella), which must
be anchored securely to the ground and must not feature any logo or
other branding, except for that normally used by the manufacturer.
You may be directed at any time by VRC to immediately take down
your umbrella and You must comply with such a direction. This
direction can be made by VRC, its representatives or its appointed
agents. Such direction may be given by any one or more of a number
of means including face to face, audio announcements or visual
announcements; and
	(c) erect an annex structure in accordance with clause 7.6.
7.5	Car Site Facilities are for traditional ‘boot’ car parties. All roadways and
paths between parking bays are to be kept clear at all times.
7.6	Where You erect an annexe structure on your Car Site Facility, it must be
anchored securely to the ground at all times and comply strictly with the
following guidelines:
	(a) the structure must be no larger than 3m x 3m with a roof no higher
than 2.5m;
	(b) the structure must have no sides or flooring;
	(c) there can only be a maximum of two (2) structures per site.
Structures will not be permitted on a Super Site Facility in the Domain
or the Nursery; and
	(d) the structure must not feature any logo or other branding, except for
that normally used by the manufacturer. Any person who attempts
to erect any structure outside of these guidelines will be required to
dismantle it immediately; and
	(e) the structure including market umbrellas must be secured or
dismantled prior to departing the Reserved Car Park.
7.7	All structures that are erected will be governed by all regulations and
legislation pertaining to temporary structures. You may be directed
at any time by VRC to immediately take down your structure and You
must comply with such a direction. This direction can be made by VRC,
its representatives or its appointed agents. Such direction may be given

by any one or more of a number of means including face to face, audio
announcements or visual announcements.
7.8	No fencing or boundaries above the height of 1.5 metres may be formed
on or around a Car Site Facility.
7.9	The maximum dimensions of a vehicle that can be parked in a Car Site
Facility are: length – 5.5m, width – 2.8m and height – 2.2m. No trailers
will be permitted.
7.10	No cars are to be parked on Super Site Facilities at any stage during the
Melbourne Cup Carnival.
7.11	Clients are responsible for the conduct of guests who enter their Reserved
Car Park (which includes the Facilities) during the Melbourne Cup Carnival
and Super Saturday (as applicable). Clients occupying Reserved Car Parks
(including the Facilities) are permitted to use their Reserved Car Park
(including the Facilities) only on the advertised racedays.
7.12	VRC and its approved caterers accept no responsibility for security of
goods in the Reserved Car Parks.
7.13	Where vehicle access into the Reserved Car Parks is permitted, vehicles
will be permitted until the advised time on each day a Reserved Car
Park has been booked by a Client during Melbourne Cup Carnival and
Super Saturday. The Reserved Car Parks closes at 7pm on each day of
the Melbourne Cup Carnival, but patron entry will be refused from 6pm.
Vehicle access to the Reserved Car Parks for the purpose of removing
your property will be permitted from 8pm or such other time or day as
VRC may advise. The Reserved Car Parks close at 6pm on Super Saturday,
unless otherwise advised by VRC.
7.14	You must remove your vehicle from the Reserved Car Park by 10am of
the following day on which a Reserve Car Park has been booked, unless
otherwise advised by VRC.
7.15	You accept that noise must be kept to a level that does not disturb
adjacent site occupants or to a level that VRC deems acceptable. Noise
that is deemed by VRC to be unacceptable must cease immediately.
In particular, music in a Reserved Car Park is restricted to the use of a
vehicle’s fitted radio or stereo. Any other form of amplified music device
(such as a portable music device) is prohibited, together with any form
of in-car stereo that is not deemed by VRC as appropriate. Music is not
permitted in Super Site facilities.
7.16	Music in a Reserved Car Park can only be played in between races
and must be kept to an acceptable level as determined by VRC. If VRC
asks You to turn down or cease playing music, You must immediately
comply with this request, failing which You may be required to leave the
Reserved Car Park and the Course.
7.17	No flooring can be placed in a Car or Super Site Facility.
7.18	The use of generators in The Domain, The Nursery and The Rails Car
Parks is prohibited.
7.19	Catering for Super Site facilities is self-catered or accredited caterer
supplied only. No cooking equipment or food/beverage service facilities
are permitted in a Facility, without prior written consent from VRC.
7.20	If You obtain VRC’s approval to bring cooking equipment to a Reserved
Car Park, such equipment and its use must comply with all relevant laws
and safety regulations.
7.21	If You wish to bring your BBQ to a Car or Super Site Facility, You can do so
subject to the following conditions:
	(a) all equipment must be in safe working order, with a gas bottle no
older than 10 years;
	(b) You agree to have your equipment inspected by VRC fire warden(s);
	(c) if the BBQ is not regarded as safe and meeting all regulations
pertaining to the safe operation of such equipment, VRC may
confiscate the BBQ for the entire day;
	(d) in the unlikely occurrence that a total fire ban is invoked or as
directed by VRC, You must not use any BBQ; and
	(e) the BBQ must be gas powered only, without limiting VRC’s discretion
to withhold approval at any appliance, no charcoal BBQ’s, spit cookers
or similar items will be permitted.
7.22	The Client must ensure that all of its guests and invitees are made
fully aware of VRC dress standards applicable to the relevant Reserved
Car Park, which the VRC will provide or make available to the Client.
VRC reserves the right to refuse entry to any Client, or the guest if any
Client, if they are not dressed in accordance with the relevant VRC dress
standards.
7.23	Clients are reminded that they are responsible for the behaviour of their
guests. If a Client or Client’s guest is in breach of any of these conditions,
the Client may be referred to VRC for consideration of disciplinary action
under VRC By-Laws, which may include suspension or cancellation of the
privileges of Membership of VRC.
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7.24	In the event of serious, continued, repeated or multiple breaches, the
Client and all of the Client’s guests (regardless of the individual or
individuals responsible) may also be required by VRC to leave the Course
immediately without any entitlement to refund or compensation.
8.	CATERING AND EQUIPMENT HIRE
8.1	VRC and its accredited caterers follow guidelines for Responsible Serving
of Alcohol. Alcoholic beverages are not to be served to anyone under the
age of 18 years, or to anyone in a state of intoxication.
8.2	Should a Client not pay any amount due to VRC-accredited caterers, the
matter will be referred to the VRC for consideration of disciplinary action
under VRC By-Laws, which may include suspension of the privileges of
Membership of VRC.
8.3	Should a Client or their invited guests breach (or put the relevant liquor
licensee in breach of) any liquor licensing laws or aid or abet the breach
of such laws, the Client may be referred to VRC for disciplinary action.
8.4	Car Site Facility Clients may bring their own food, beverages and
furniture. However, only VRC-accredited caterers are permitted to
deliver to a Reserved Car Park or the Course. Other caterers will not be
permitted access to deliver to a Reserved Car Park or the Course.
8.5	Car Site passes are not transferable to caterers or other businesses. Any
caterer or other business found in a Reserved Car Park or at the Course
without VRC accreditation will be refused access or ejected.
8.6	Super Site Facility Clients accept that they must use VRC’s appointed
hirer for all equipment hire.
8.7	If a Car Site Facility Client wishes an equipment hire company to enter
the Course or any Car Park, that company must be on the panel of VRCaccredited hirers. Other hirers are not permitted to a Reserved Car Park
or the Course.
8.8	Clients taking up a Reserved Car Park (including the Facilities) who wish
to hire equipment must do so from the panel of VRC accredited hirers as
advised to the Client by VRC.
9	ONSELLING, FACILITY MANAGERS
9.1	Clients are not permitted to sell, sublet or otherwise part with, or grant
an interest in, any part of their Facility, including any Pedestrian Passes.
Any Client who is discovered attempting to do so may have their Facility
cancelled (along with any applicable Pedestrian Passes) and will be
referred to VRC’s disciplinary committee.
9.2	Any form of unauthorised advertising or promotion of a Facility is
deemed to be onselling.
9.3	Clients can engage a person or organisation to manage their Facility, but
under no circumstances can this person or organisation act as a selling
agent (for tickets to a Facility). In the event of this occurring, the Client
is deemed to be onselling and will be referred to VRC for disciplinary
action. Any Facility manager intending to operate within a Reserved Car
Par and/or Course must first be accredited by VRC, who may provide
or withhold such accreditation in its absolute discretion and will only
consider accreditation where the Client has agreed to obtain its food,
beverage and equipment requirements from providers accredited by
VRC to work within the relevant Reserved Car Park.
9.4	Clients are entitled to share the cost of entertainment with their guests.
However, if the Client is operating their Facility to earn a profit, they
are deemed to be onselling and will be referred to VRC for disciplinary
action.
10	RESERVED CAR PARK TICKETING
10.1	Only official VRC Pedestrian Passes and Members Enclosure tickets or
passes will be accepted for entry into any of the Facilities. VRC will not
accept photocopies, and may refuse to accept tickets that have been
defaced or otherwise damaged.
10.2	Guests of Clients (Pedestrian Pass holders) are restricted to public areas
of the Course and the designated area in which their Client’s Facility is
located within the relevant Reserved Car Park.
10.3	Clients must ensure that guests scan their tickets or passes correctly at
all times. Failure to do so may result in entry being refused. No person
will be admitted to any area of the Reserved Car Parks without the
correct ticket or pass.
11.	LOST OR STOLEN TICKETS
11.1	Replacement Pedestrian Passes will be issued at a charge of $15 per
ticket.
11.2	Only written requests with the exact ticket numbers, together with
credit card details for payment, will be accepted.
11.3	Members must make arrangements to collect replacement tickets from
the VRC Membership Office prior to the relevant raceday.
11.4	VRC will not accept responsibility for tickets lost or misplaced by
Australia Post (or any other third party). However, VRC will endeavour
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to replace these tickets if given sufficient notice and provided with
sufficient evidence.
12.	LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY
12.1	Aside from VRC’s liability as referred to in clause 2.3 and any liability that
VRC may have for any:
(a) breach by VRC of any express term of these conditions, the Course
Conditions or any additional conditions applying to Reserved Car
Parks;
(b) b
 reach by VRC of any term implied into these conditions, the Course
Conditions or any additional conditions applying to Reserved Car
Parks, or under the general law; or
(c) tort committed by VRC or any tort committed by VRC’s employees or
agents for which VRC is vicariously liable at law,
VRC will not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by You, persons
under your supervision (including children) or any other person present at a
Reserved Car Park or caused by any acts or omissions of VRC or employees,
agents or contractors of VRC, or any other persons present at a Reserved Car
Park or the Course.
12.2	Subject to clause 2.3, any liability of VRC to You under these conditions
or otherwise will not extend to loss of chance, profits, revenue, income,
dividends or winnings or indirect or consequential loss.
12.3	You indemnify VRC against all liability for or in respect of any claims,
demands, actions, suits or proceedings, costs, expenses, loss, damage, injury
or death of any person arising out of or in connection with any of your acts
or omissions, or the acts or omissions of your guests, children, employees,
contractors or agents while at a Reserved Car Park or the Course.
13.	CANCELLATION, POSTPONEMENT, RELOCATION AND REFUNDS
13.1	Pedestrian Passes are not refundable under any circumstances unless an
Event is cancelled or postponed by VRC, in which case clauses 4.1 and 4.2
of the Course Conditions apply.
13.2	Clauses 4.1 and 4.2 of the Course Conditions do not apply to refunds or
exchanges in relation to Facilities. Rights to refunds or exchanges in
relation to Facilities are dealt with exclusively as follows:
(a) Where monetary consideration has not been paid for a Facility by a
Client, no exchange, refund or other costs will be paid or payable.
(b) If all horse racing Events scheduled for a particular day at the Course
and the Reserved Car Park for which the Client has made Facility
Payments are cancelled prior to the advertised time for the opening of
gates for admission to the Course/Reserved Car Park and sub-clause
(d) below does not apply, VRC will, subject to sub-clause (c), refund to
the Client the Facility Payments (less part or all of the Withheld Costs
as reasonably determined by VRC in all the relevant circumstances).
(c) If the Client has purchased a package at a Facility and made Facility
Payments for that package which cover more than one day of Events,
and if the cancellation, postponement or relocation referred to in
paragraphs 13.2(b), (d), (e) or (f) applies to one or more of the dates
the subject of that package but not all of them, VRC will refund to
the Client a portion of the Facility Payments (less part or all of the
Withheld Cost relating to the day or days so cancelled, postponed
or relocated as reasonably determined by VRC in all the relevant
circumstances), such proportion to be reasonably determined by
VRC having regard to, amongst other things, which day or days are
cancelled, postponed or relocated, which Events are rescheduled for
other dates already scheduled for Events and (where the cancellation
referred to in sub-clause 13.2(e) applies) the matters referred to in
sub-clause 13.2(e).
(d) If all Events scheduled for a particular day at the Course for which
the Client has made Facility Payments and in any Reserved Car Park
to which the Client has access are not held on that day but some or
all are postponed to a later date on which VRC makes the relevant (or
comparable) Facility available (the Postponed Date), not being a date
already scheduled for Events, VRC will (at the Client’s election):
		 i. subject to paragraph 13.2(c), refund to the Client the Facility
Payments (less part or all of the Withheld Costs as reasonably
determined by VRC in all the relevant circumstances); or
		 ii. provide to that Client the relevant (or a comparable) Facility for the
Postponed Date (if available).
(e) W
 here there is a relocation of Events and VRC does not provide an
equivalent or similar facility to the Client’s Facility at the alternative
venue, then the Facility Payments will not entitle the Client or anyone
else to attend the relocated Events, and VRC (subject to paragraph
13.2(c)) will refund to the Client the Facility Payments (less part or all
of the Withheld Costs as reasonably determined by VRC in all the
relevant circumstances).
(f) If some Events scheduled for a particular day at the Course and/or a

Reserved Car Park are held but, prior to the running of the Feature Race:
		 (i) all remaining Events for that day are cancelled for any reason,
whether for safety reasons or otherwise, and
		 (ii) as a result the holders of tickets to the Client’s Facility are required
by the VRC or other officials to promptly leave the Course and the
Reserved Car Park and are not entitled to return to the Course or
the Reserved Car Park on that day,
then subject to paragraph 13.2(c), VRC will refund the Client a proportion
of the Facility Payments made in respect of those tickets (less part or all of
the Withheld Costs as reasonably determined by VRC in all the relevant
circumstances), such proportion to be reasonably determined by VRC having
regard, amongst other things, to the number of horse racing Events scheduled
to be run at the Course on that day which were not run due to cancellation
and the services which were to be made available at the Facility on that day
which were not made available due to the evacuation of the Course.
13.3	Refunds and exchanges are not otherwise available, including:
(i) if there is a relocation (within Melbourne) of Events to which
paragraph 13.2(e) does not apply, a change as to which participants
are in an Event or in the format of or any other element of any Event
or as to which Events take place on a particular day or in the schedule
of Events for that day, or the arrangement of substitute Events; or
(ii) if the Client’s, or any guests’ circumstances change, or they change
their mind, or they can no longer attend for whatever reason.
13.4	If the Client entitled to a refund under clause 13.2 in order to obtain the
refund the Client must write to the Customer Service Manager, VRC at
448 Epsom Road, Flemington, Victoria 3031 providing adequate proof of
purchase of the Facility and of payment of the Facility Payments, such
materials to be received by to VRC’s Customer Service Manager within
30 days after the date of the Events for which such refund is sought.
If the Client is entitled to the relevant or a comparable Facility for a
Postponed Date (if available) under clause 13.2(d), any such requests
must be made promptly by the Client to the Customer Service Manager
having regard to the date of the Postponed Date. Delays in such a
request may affect the availability of any Facility for the Postponed Date.
14.	RECORDING, USE OF IMAGES AND PERSONAL INFORMATION
14.1	You must not bring into or use within a Reserved Car Park or the Course
any photographic or video cameras or other equipment that VRC, in its
absolute discretion, deems unacceptable for the purpose of clauses 14.2
or 14.3 below, which may include (without limitation) camera tripods,
monopods or professional photographic or video cameras or equipment
or broadcasting equipment.
14.2	Unless authorised by VRC in writing, You must not take or make any
video recordings, films, still pictures, photographs or any other images
within a Reserved Car Park or the Course, nor use, publish or distribute
any images, films or soundtracks for profit, gain, public advertisement,
display or any other purpose except for the private enjoyment of
the person taking or making the images. On request by VRC, You
must immediately assign to VRC in writing on a royalty-free basis all
intellectual property in the images and irrevocably consent to VRC (and
any other person authorised by VRC) doing anything which, but for the
consent, would or might infringe moral rights in the images, films or
soundtracks.
14.3	Unless authorised by VRC in writing, You must not, while present
at a Reserved Car Park or the Course, make, record or distribute any
broadcasts, telecasts, commentary, interviews, news reports or statistics
(by any means in any format or media, including any such commentary
made by mobile phone or other wireless communications device)
pertaining to an Event.
14.4	You acknowledge that VRC and third parties authorised by VRC may
make or record film, photographs or other forms of moving picture,
still picture or any of them of an Event (including, without limitation, of
persons attending or viewing an Event). You hereby grant VRC and third
parties authorised by VRC permission to use photographs, film, tape, or
other images or likenesses of You, in any media (including publication
within and outside Victoria, Australia) and for any purpose (including
promotional purposes) without identification or compensation or
payment of any kind.
14.5	VRC may collect personal information about You (and with regards
to a Client, their guests) to the extent necessary for it to operate the
Reserved Car Parks, the Course and Events and to help promote the
Reserved Car Parks, the Course, and Events. In particular, VRC may collect
your name, address and phone number to coordinate the seating and/
or viewing arrangements at a Reserved Car Park and the Course and to
conduct research, marketing and promotional activities in relation to the
Reserved Car Parks, the Course and Events.
14.6	VRC may disclose the personal information held by VRC to contractors

and service providers engaged by VRC to help the administration
process, provide its services and conduct research, marketing and
promotional activities on behalf of VRC.
14.7	In order to enhance security and protect the safety of persons present at
the Reserved Car Parks and the Course, VRC (and contractors engaged by
VRC) may operate surveillance equipment within the Reserved Car Parks
and the Course, including security cameras. By entering the Reserved
Car Parks and the Course, You consent to information about yourself
(including images) being recorded by such surveillance equipment and
to the VRC disclosing the information recorded to anyone (including
(without limitation) law enforcement bodies and persons involved in
relevant legal or disciplinary actions) to the extent that VRC deems
such disclosure to be necessary so as to protect VRC’s lawful interests,
the public interest or the safety of persons or property present at the
Reserved Car Parks and the Course.
14.8	You have certain rights to access personal information that VRC hold
about You. You may request access to this information by contacting
VRC’s Privacy Officer at 448 Epsom Road, Flemington, Victoria 3031 or by
emailing privacy@vrc.net.au.
15.	RACING REWARDS
15.1	‘Racing Rewards’ Members are reminded that, in order to register
attendance, they must scan their membership card through the
electronic turnstiles.
15.2	Companies are not eligible for Racing Rewards points and no points may
be transferred from a company to a Member (regardless of whether the
Member is listed as the contact for that company).
15.3	Please see the Racing Rewards Terms and Conditions (available online at
www.flemington.com.au/terms-conditions or upon request) for further
exclusions and applicable terms and conditions.
You may access these conditions (and other conditions pertaining to the
Course) at www.flemington.com.au/terms-conditions.

MEMBERS DINING TERMS & CONDITIONS
1.

DEFINITIONS

Car Park means: the car parks and grounds controlled by or on behalf
of the VRC and used for the parking of vehicles or other purposes, and
includes any public car parks and unreserved Members car parks; and
any car park which is reserved for use by VRC members, VRC staff,
corporate clients or contractors or volunteers participating in Events, but
excludes Reserved Car Parks (as defined below).
Client means: any person listed on the booking form as booking a
Dining Facility.
Course means: Flemington Racecourse and the Car Parks.
Course Conditions means: the ‘Ticketing and Conditions of Entry for
Flemington Racecourse’ posted at entrances to the Course as amended
from time to time; available on VRC’s website at vrc.net/termsconditions or available on request.
Dining Facility means: a dining package in The Peak, The Phar Lap
Marquee or The Atrium as such facilities are offered and described by
VRC, and includes any such package or facility that may be renamed
or replaced by VRC or any other dining package or facility offered by
reference to these terms and conditions.
Event means: any particular raceday, horse race or other activity
conducted at the Course by, or under authorisation from VRC.
Melbourne Cup Carnival refers collectively to Events held by VRC during
the period which includes the first Tuesday in November and runs from
the preceding Saturday to the following Saturday, including such Events
as they may be rescheduled.
Member means: Full, Life, Restricted, Junior or Provisional Member
of VRC who is financial – that is, a Member who does not owe any
subscription fees or other fees to the VRC.
Reserved Car Park means: The Nursery, The Domain, and The Rails
member’s car parks, The Birdcage enclosure and the facilities located

therein during the Melbourne Cup Carnival and certain of these areas
operating as a Reserved Car Park on Super Saturday and any other
raceday as notified by VRC from time to time.
Super Saturday means: the race meeting conducted by VRC in March (or
at such other time as VRC determines) in which the Australia Cup is run.
VRC means: Victoria Racing Club Limited ACN 119 214 078.
You means: an individual who has entered a Dining Facility or (where
applicable) a Client.
2.

GENERAL

2.1	Entry by any person to a Dining Facility during the Melbourne Cup
Carnival is subject to these terms and conditions as well as the
Course Conditions. By entering a Dining Facility, You are deemed to
have accepted and understood as binding on You these terms and
conditions and the Course Conditions, as amended from time to
time by VRC, in addition to any accompanying risks, obligations and
responsibilities. It is your responsibility to read and inform yourself
of these terms and conditions and the Course Conditions..

completion of the application period, Members will be notified of
the results of the random ballot on a date advised by VRC.
3.6	Dates, Dining Facilities, fees and conditions are subject to change
without notice.
3.7	Refunds for cheque payments of unsuccessful applications or part
thereof may take up to 14 days to be processed.
3.8	Refunds for confirmed bookings will be issued by the VRC in
accordance with the Course Conditions relating to ticket refunds
(except where the context requires otherwise).
3.9	For all credit card payments over the value of $10,000, the following
charges will apply: Diners - 2.0% of transaction value inclusive of
GST; AMEX/VISA/MasterCard - 1.5% of transaction value inclusive
of GST.

6.2	You must not (and You must ensure that your children, officers,
agents, employees, invitees and guests do not) take or make any
video recordings, films, still pictures, photographs or any other
images within a Dining Facility nor use, publish or distribute any
images, for profit, gain, public advertisement, display or for any
other purpose except for the private enjoyment of the person
taking or making the images. On request by VRC, You must assign
to VRC in writing, on a royalty-free basis, all intellectual property
in photographic or video images taken in a Dining Facility and
irrevocably consent to VRC (and any other person authorised by
VRC) doing anything which, but for the consent, would or might
infringe moral rights in the images.

3.11	Tickets for all bookings are to be collected from the Dining Facility
on the day of the Event.

6.3	You must not (and You must ensure that your children, officers,
agents, employees, invitees and guests do not), while present
at a Dining Facility, make or distribute any broadcasts, telecasts,
commentary, interviews, news reports or statistics (by any means
in any format or media including any such commentary made by
mobile phone or other wireless communications device) pertaining
to an Event.

2.2 	Clients must ensure that each of their guests comply with these
terms and conditions and the Course Conditions, and Clients agree
and acknowledge that they are responsible for any non-compliance
by their guests with these terms and conditions and/or the Course

3.12	Reserved seats in The Atrium and The View are limited and subject
to availability.

7.

	Conditions, and for any of their guests’ acts or omissions while
present at the Course. If a Client or a Client’s guest is in breach of
any of these terms and conditions and/or the Course Conditions,
the Client may be referred to VRC for consideration or disciplinary
action under VRC By- Laws, which may include suspension or
cancellation of the privileges of membership of VRC.

3.14	Members must be aware of the guest ticket restrictions prior to
attempting to book dining packages. Please refer to the Members &
Racing Rewards Handbook for restriction details.

2.3	In the event of serious, continued repeated or multiple breaches,
the Client and all of the Client’s guests (regardless of the individual
or individuals responsible) may also be required to leave the Course
immediately without any entitlement to refund or compensation.
2.4	A binding agreement constituted by these terms and conditions
and the Course Conditions will be formed between the VRC and the
Client upon receipt by the Client of a booking confirmation for a
Dining Facility from VRC.
2.5	
These terms and conditions prevail over the Course Conditions to
the extent of any inconsistency.
2.6	While present at a Dining Facility or the Course, You agree to
act safely, lawfully and in accordance with all requirements and
directions of the VRC, its authorised representatives or relevant
authorities. This does not limit your obligations under the Course
Conditions.
3.

APPLICATIONS, BOOKINGS AND PAYMENT

3.1	Applications by Members for access to a Dining Facility will be
accepted if sent via post, fax or email.
3.2	All bookings for Dining Facilities must be accompanied by full
payment in the form of a cheque made payable to “Victoria Racing
Club” or “VRC”, or by providing your credit card details to VRC for
direct debit outlined on the booking form.
3.3	Subject to availability as set out in clause 3.5, each Member is
entitled to book a maximum of one (1) table per raceday. Table
maximums are as follows: Atrium Tiered – six (6) people per table,
Atrium Flat – ten (10) people per table, Peak Flat – ten (10) people per
table or Peak Tiered – six (6) people per table.
3.4	All bookings for reserved seats (where available in a Dining Facility)
must be accompanied by full payment in the form of a cheque
made payable to “Victoria Racing Club” or “VRC”, or by providing
your credit card details to VRC for direct debit outlined on the
booking form. Bookings will not be processed until full payment
is received by VRC. Reserved seating will be subject to these terms
and conditions and the Course Conditions.
3.5	Dining Facilities are limited in number. It is anticipated that
demand will exceed availability, in which case allocation of tickets
for Dining Facilities will be conducted by random ballot at the

3.10	No tickets to a Dining Facility will be issued unless full payment is
received by VRC from the Client.

3.13	A booking form will not be processed by the VRC if a Member has
not signed it.

4.

ENTRY

7.1	You agree and acknowledge that, to the extent permitted by
law, VRC will not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by You,
persons under your supervision (including children) or any other
person present at the Dining Facility or the Course, or caused by any
acts or omissions of VRC or employees, agents or contractors of VRC,
or any other persons present at the Dining Facility or the Course.
Nothing in this paragraph 7.1 or these conditions affects any liability
that VRC may have for any:
(a) breach by VRC of any express term of these conditions;

4.1	Only official VRC Dining Facility wristbands will be accepted
for entry into any of the Dining Facilities. VRC will not accept
photocopies, and may refuse to accept wristbands that have been
defaced or otherwise damaged.
4.2	No person will be admitted to any Dining Facility without the
correct wristbands. Persons authorised to act on behalf of VRC and
the appointed caterers reserve the right to refuse to admit or serve
a person who does not have the correct wristband.
4.3 Dining Facilities in the Members enclosure require Members
enclosure tickets. The Phar Lap Marquee is not located within the 		
Members enclosure, but guests will be required to hold a Phar Lap 		
Marquee Day Pass to gain entry.
5.

CATERING

5.1

 ou accept that VRC’s appointed caterers are the sole providers of
Y
catering in the Dining Facilities.

5.2	Programs, menus, duration and timing may be subject to alteration
without notice. VRC reserves the right to vary, add, withdraw or
substitute advertised Events, programs, menus and Dining Facilities.
5.3 All Dining Facilities are non-smoking.
5.4	VRC and its accredited caterers follow guidelines for responsible
service of alcohol. Alcoholic beverages will not be served to persons
under 18 years, or persons in a state of intoxication.
5.5	Dining packages must be taken as a whole. They cannot be split,
repackaged or discounted and must not be used in any promotions
without the authorisation of VRC.
6.

IMAGES, RECORDINGS AND BROADCASTS

6.1	You must not (and You must ensure that your children, officers,
agents, employees, invitees and guests do not) bring into or use
within the Dining Facility any photographic or video equipment
that VRC, in its absolute discretion, deems unacceptable for the
purpose of ensuring compliance with paragraph 6.2 below, which
may include (without limitation) camera tripods, monopods,
lenses with a maximum focal length equal to or greater than the
equivalent of 200mm in the 35mm format, digital cameras with a
resolution equal to or greater than 10 mega-pixels, or professional
digital video equipment.

LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY

(b) b
 reach by VRC of any term implied into these conditions under
the general law; or
(c) tort committed by VRC.
	Any liability of VRC to You under these conditions or otherwise will
not extend to loss of chance, profits, revenue, income, dividends or
winnings or indirect or consequential loss.
7.2	
You indemnify VRC against liability for or in respect of any claims,
demands, actions, suits or proceedings, costs, expenses, loss,
damage, personal injury or death of any person arising out of or in
connection with any of your or your guests’, children’s, employees’,
contractors’ or agents’ acts or omissions while at a Dining Facility or
the Course.

conditions or otherwise restrict entitlements.
9.3	You agree to comply with, and will ensure that each of your guests
are made fully aware of and comply with VRC dress standards in the
Dining Facility, which the VRC will provide or make available to You.
	VRC reserves the right to refuse entry to You or any of your guests
who are not dressed in accordance with the relevant VRC dress
standards.
10. CHANGE OF FACILITY
10.1	VRC may at any time, by written notice to the Client (or verbally
during, or within 24 hours prior to, the Event should circumstances
require relocation at that time), relocate a Dining Facility or move
the Client and all persons sharing the Client’s Dining Facility to:
(a) another Dining Facility or location at the Course; or
(b) a
 dining facility or other location at another venue within
Melbourne, to which an Event has been relocated.
10.2	In the event that a relocation under clause 10.1 occurs due to an
event or act beyond the control of VRC (such as weather), clause 11
will apply.
10.3	VRC will use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that the new
facility or location is equivalent or similar to that originally
booked by the Client. To the extent that no facility can be made
available, VRC may cancel the booking, in which case the Client
will be entitled to a refund consistent with clause 4 of the Course
Conditions, whether the relocation applies merely to the Dining
Facility or to the whole Event.
11.

FORCE MAJEURE

11.1	Except as expressly provided under the Course Conditions, under
no circumstances will VRC be liable to the Client, or to any person
sharing the Client’s Dining Facility, if VRC is unable to perform its
obligations to the Client due to any event or act beyond the control
of VRC.
12. USE OF IMAGES, RECORDINGS AND PERSONAL INFORMATION

7.3	Nothing in these conditions affects the rights of any person under
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) regarding consumer
guarantees.

12.1	
You acknowledge that VRC and third parties authorised by VRC
may make or record film, photographs or other forms of moving
picture, still picture or any of them of an Event (including, without
limitation, of persons viewing an Event). You hereby grant to
VRC, and to third parties authorised by VRC, permission to use
photographs, film, tape or other images or likeness of You, in any
media (including publication within and outside Victoria, Australia)
and for any purpose (including promotional purposes) without
identification or compensation or payment of any kind.

8.

12.2	Your personal information may also be used and collected for the
purposes of:

ONSELLING

8.1	Members are not permitted to sell any part of their dining package.
Any Member who attempts to do so will have their dining package
cancelled and will be referred to the VRC Disciplinary Committee.
8.2	Members are entitled to share the cost of entertainment with their
guests. However, if the Client is operating their dining allocation to
earn a profit, they are deemed to be onselling and will be referred
to the VRC Disciplinary Committee.
8.3	Any form of unauthorised advertising or promotion of a Dining
Facility, or any associated right or entitlement package is deemed
to be onselling.
9.

BEHAVIOUR AND DRESS STANDARDS

9.1	You agree to comply, and take full responsibility for the compliance
of your children, officers, agents, employees, invitees and guests,
with the Course Conditions relating to proper behaviour on the
Course (including Dining Facilities).
9.2	If the VRC finds that a breach of paragraph 9.1 has occurred, it may
(in addition to the broad disciplinary powers granted under the VRC
By- laws) refuse in future to allocate tickets or passes to the Client
or any person involved, allocate tickets or passes subject to special

(a) a
 dministering a booking for a Dining Facility, allocating tickets or
otherwise providing you with goods and services at the Course;
(b) responding to your queries or complaints;
(c) resolving disputes;
(d) investigating incidents;
(e) ensuring the safety of you and other patrons; or
(f) w
 here legislation may permit or require, disclosed to third parties
engaged by VRC, or otherwise authorised, for any of the above
purposes.
12.3	If You wish to request access to images, recordings or personal
information held by us You may forward your request to
VRC Customer Service at customerservice@vrc.net.au.
You may access these terms and conditions (and other conditions
pertaining to the Course and the Reserved Car Parks) at vrc.net.au/terms
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Chill Ville
1 Oliver St

Bird Bath Bar
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(Lexus Melbourne
Cup Day only)

L1 The Forum

Racing Rewards Reserved Tables

L2 The Atrium

Reserved and Unreserved Seating
Flat and Tiered dining

L4 The View

Reserved and Unreserved Seating

L5 The Peak

L4 T
 he Roof Garden

Flat and Tiered dining

The Club Stand

The Grandstand

Mem
bers Betting Ring

Flemington
Train Station
Hill Gate
Entrance

The Park

